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This study examines the life of Jean Childs Young as an educator-activist by
chronicling her experiences and documenting her contributions. Young was a black
woman from the South whose marriage to renown civil rights leader. Reverend Andrew
Young, Jr., did not impede nor eclipse her own desire to achieve social justice. Jean
Childs Young is among the countless number of black women whose lives have been
overshadowed and whose contributions have largely gone unrecognized in United States
and African-American history. A principal goal of this study, therefore, is to expand the
lens of African-American women’s history. Specifically, it focuses on the lesser known
dimensions in the life of Jean Young and the manner in which she drew upon a network
of resources in favor of the race, in general, and children and women, in particular.
Among the many themes that underline black women’s history, three are central to this
research. The unique and creative manner in which African-American women approach
life, the strong emphasis on community, and the high value placed upon education are
ubiquitous ideas that permeate both the discipline and this thesis.
This study was based on certain factors that contributed to the development of
Mrs. Young as an educator-activist. Among them wffre her early experiences as a black
fcr
girl from the South, her strong educational foundation, and her ultimate belief that
children and women are critical contributors to the achievement of a truly democratic
society. An historical approach was used to assess Young’s life. In addition to utilizing
existing primary source material, oral interviews were conducted with her family, friends,
colleagues, and co-activists. The Jean Young Collection, housed at the Auburn-Avenue
Research Library on African-American Culture and History, was a key source in
ascertaining information and facts about Young’s life as an educator-activist.
The conclusions drawn from this study support that Jean Childs Young was a
persistent and resourceful advocate for social justice in her own right; she labored to
achieve universal education for children and equal access for women. Mrs. Young
learned certain habits and skills through the examples of her foremothers. This study
demonstrates the ways that she continued this legacy by taking action based upon her
own cognizance of the broader issues during her time. The history of Jean Childs Young
comprises one of the many chapters in the anthology of black women’s history.
Furthermore, in the continuity of the rich legacy of African-American women, Mrs.
Young’s life serves as an exemplary paradigm for future activists.
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The history of black women in America spans nearly four centuries. Despite their
presence and activism in every phase of social progress, black women have generally
been absent from the pages of history. It has only been within recent years that their
contributions have gained recognition. Black women have played prominent roles
throughout the history of the United States. During the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, they were principally involved with uplifting the race. In their pivotal roles as
community organizers, church mothers, and educators, in particular, they made extensive
contributions in nurturing and sustaining African-American people. Emerging from a
veil of silence, the historiography of black womanhood has grown, as scholars are
augmenting knowledge about their contributions. Scholarship reveals that black women
epitomize survival, hope, and resilience.
Though marred by societies that favored planters over slaves, whites over blacks,
men over women, and means over poverty, the history of black women is not one of
despair. Remarkably, they have survived, prevailed, and even found ways to lift as they
climbed. The essence of black womanhood is characterized by their unrelenting strength
and will to overcome. Their history is one of remarkable achievements and is pervaded
by heroines who were unafraid to challenge the social norms and stereotypes that sought
to subjugate them and their communities.
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Thematic Framework and Review of Literature
While the life of her husband is well-documented, the contributions of Jean
Childs Young are not as well-known. This study seeks to trace the life and work of Jean
Childs Young to assess her role as an educator-activist. Educational-activism is a
principal theme upon which this study is based. Though, perhaps, known by different
names, it is not a new concept. In fact, professionals in academia and social scientists,
alike, have used the term to describe teachers as social activists, including those who
strive to build stronger communities.' For the sake of this study, educational-activism
can be defined as the resourceful and selfless initiative set forth by teachers, parents, the
clergy, and other members of the community who endeavor to extend the educational
process by committing themselves and their resources. In addition to the foregoing, this
study seeks to prove that Jean Childs Young was an innovative agitator of the status quo
whose experiences as a black woman from the South directly impacted the race work that
characterized her life. As historians and scholars continue to expand the breadth of
knowledge on the study of black women, this work will contribute to the growing body of
knowledge in this area.
Jean Young lived the life of an effective campaigner for social change. She
carried out her duties with passion, commitment and character. Her tasks varied
throughout her life. Mrs. Young was an exemplary teacher with the Atlanta Public
School System (APS), who became a teacher-trainer. She was also an active member of
the Congregational Church, United Church of Christ, and a visible advocate for youth,
education, women, blacks, and the poor. Mrs. Young understood that her first obligation
'
Juanita Doyon, Not With Our Kids You Don’t: Ten Strategies to Save Our Schools (New
Hampshire: Heinemann, 2003).
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was to her family. As such, she was a proactive and encouraging mother to her own four
children and a principal driving force behind her husband’s many successful careers.
Above all, and considering her multiple roles, Mrs. Young considered herself a
teacher. Those who knew her called her an activist. Continuing in the legacy of black
women teachers and nurturers from the South, Young’s life is demonstrative of humility,
exceptionality, pragmatism, and accomplishment. Over the past two decades, historians
of African-American women are documenting the contributions of those like Jean Young,
whose achievements have been marginalized and not fully appreciated. This “quiet” kind
of leadership is important in the overall improvement of conditions for black people. In
light of the recent findings on her life, the conclusion can be drawn that Jean Childs
Young was a fervent educator-activist who worked alongside her husband, in education,
to achieve social justice.
There are countless themes interwoven in the fabric of black womanhood.
Likewise, there are many relative to this study. Three, however, are topmost. First,
African-American women have a unique and creative approach to life. Some scholars
refer to this creativity as black women’s response to the interlocking, or simultaneous,
oppressions of racism, sexism, and classism.^ Historically, black women have faced life
with unconventional wisdom that has allowed them to both face their oppressors and
uplift their communities. As they fought for social Justice on the frontlines alongside
their men, they also managed their households - often with meager rations, and they
raised their children with moral character and high standards. In addition, black women
organized their churches and schools, and their communities. This sort of skillfulness in
^ Patricia Hill-Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of
Empowerment (New York: Routledge, 2000), and bell hooks, Ain’t IA Woman: black women andfeminism
(Boston: South End Press, 1981).
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survival is deeply rooted in their African-American heritage. African women practiced,
and passed on to their descendants, a legacy of resilience and self-reliance, which has
helped to sustain the African-American community through its most difficult times.^
Second, there is a heavy emphasis on community among black women, where
community-building has been historically at the center of African-American values. This
is another African legacy that survived slavery. Though they were not a monolithic class,
in many pre-colonial African societies, women were often socially constricted and,
consequently, looked to one anther for support. This provided for an environment that
thrived on women. Pre-colonial African women, “were the glue that bound society
together and fueled the economically independent households.”^ Like their African
foremothers, African-American women banded together and collaborated with their
talents and strengths to carry out their objectives. In this way, the community functioned
as a social institution. One example of this can be seen in the work of the black church,
perhaps the most powerful institution of black self-help:
From the early days of slavery, the black church had constituted the backbone
of the black community ... [it] functioned not only as the house of worship
but as an agency of social control, forum of discussion and debate, promoter of
education and economic cooperation, and arena for the development and
assertion of leadership.®
With the church as a platform, black women contested “racist ideology and institutions,”
“expressed their discontent with racial and gender discrimination,” and “demanded equal
rights for blacks and women - advocating voting rights or equal employment and
2
Barbara A. Moss, “African Women’s Legacy: Ambiguity, Autonomy, and Empowerment,” in
Black Women in America, ed. Kim Marie Vaz (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, 1995), 34.
Ibid., 22.
®
Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Righteous Discontent: The Women’s Movement in the Black
Baptist Church, /550-/920 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), 5.
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educational opportunities.”* Whether through churches, clubs, schools, or communities,
black women have always looked to themselves in defense of their rights and in
opposition to their oppressors.
Third, and finally, within the context of community, education has been a high
priority. Before Emancipation, in 1865, African-Americans placed a high value on “book
learning,” clandestinely seeking literacy as best they could. As bondsmen and
bondswomen, it was illegal for them to read or write; once emancipated, however, they
pursued literacy as if it were freedom itself. Historically, blacks have revered education
as a panacea to disenfranchisement, social immobility, and all the ills of second-class
citizenship. Consequently, education was seen as both a tool for individual agency as
well as collective, communal achievement. Although white northerners played pivotal
roles in the advancement of education for freed slaves, black education has, foremost,
been a black endeavor. This is demonstrated in their widespread establishment of schools
and colleges throughout the South during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Historian James D. Anderson states, “Blacks emerged from slavery with a
strong belief in the desirability of learning to read and write .... The former slaves’
fundamental belief in the value of literate culture was expressed most clearly in their
efforts to secure schooling for themselves and their children.”^ An effort of an oppressed




James D. Anderson, The Education ofBlacks in the South, 1860-1935 (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1988), 5.
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These three themes, as articulated in the works of black women historians,
provide the framework for this paper.® Deborah King states, “black women’s survival
depend[ed] on her ability to use all the economic, social, and cultural resources available
to her from both the larger society and within her community.”’ Given their tremendous
sufferings, black women have triumphed and prevailed, despite their devaluation by
society. This is evidenced in their many roles and contributions. From the plantation, the
aftermath of slavery. Reconstruction, through the turbulent World War years, and well
beyond the black freedom movement, black women have sustained the race throughout
every phase of history.
As scholars engage in reconstructing black women’s history, it is important to
understand that Jean Young’s life reflects consistently with these themes. Young was a
reputable worker and very pragmatic in her approach to getting things done. She
demonstrated this consistently throughout her life: as a Sunday School teacher; a
community activist; a public school teacher; as a political campaigner; and as an
international advocate for children. According to fellow activist, Alice Johnson, “ ...
Jean just had this uncanny knack for figuring out how to organize in the community to
get people to support issues.”'” For Mrs. Young, education ranked among God and
family. Those who knew her and who had the opportunity to work with her attest that
Jean Young had a passion for public education.
Darlene Clark Hine, A Shining Thread ofHope: The History ofBlack Women in America (New
York: Broadway Books, 1998), 5. These three themes are drawn from Mine’s theoretical framework in this
work, which she discusses briefly in the Prologue.
’ Deborah King, “Multiple Jeopardy, Multiple Consciousness: The Context of Black Feminist
Ideology,” in Words ofFire: An Anthology ofAfrican American Feminist Thought, ed. Beverly Guy-
Sheftall (New York: The New Press, 1995), 298.
Alice Johnson ofAtlanta, Georgia, interview by author, 14 April 2006, Atlanta, tape recording.
Alice Johnson is a social justice activist who worked closely alongside Jean Young, including during
Andrew Young’s first mayoral race, from 1981 until her death in 1994.
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Having been born and raised in the deep South, Jean Young knew well of the
injustices that awaited young blacks. She made it her duty to provide avenues that would
allow them to compete in an integrated world. Not only did she work to improve
conditions for blacks and youth, she advocated on behalf of women as well. As a black
female, Young had first-hand experiences of the injustices and confrontations unique to
black womanhood. Traditional historians have been unable, or unwilling, to capture and
articulate the distinct experiences and oppressions of black women. Whether muted or
not, conflicts of racism, sexism, and classism have been widespread.
Race, Gender and Class in Black Women’s History
Black women have confronted multiple and simultaneous layers of oppression
over time. This matrix of domination that has permeated black womanhood is marked by
the overlapping oppressions of race, gender, and class." Scholars such as Deborah King,
bell hooks, and Patricia Hill-Collins argue that the “simultaneity of oppressions” work
together as oppressive forces. While black women have been at the forefront of the
struggle for social change, paradoxically, they occupied the bottom of the economic and
political ladders. Throughout history, they have been forced to confront the unfavorable
social stigmas associated with their African heritage, female gender, and socio-economic
position, whether impoverished or not. This triple jeopardy has permeated their everyday
quest to survive and is, consequently, the culprit that underlined their fight for social
justice. Scholars of black women’s history argue that the inferior social status of black
"
Black feminist scholar, Patricia Hill-Collins uses the term “matrix of domination” to describe
the overlapping systems of oppressions that confront black women in the various dimensions of society.
See Patricia Hill-Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of
Empowerment (New York: Routledge, 2000).
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women is embedded in the dual caste system of the antebellum South.According to
bell hooks, “as far back as slavery, white people established a social hierarchy based on
race and sex, that ranked white men first, white women second, though sometimes equal
to black men who ranked third, and black women last,” and furthermore, that,
“systematic devaluation of black womanhood was not simply a direct consequence of
race hatred, it was a calculated method of social control.”*^ As blacks, slave women were
exploited for their physical strength and skill, and were required to labor equally
alongside black men. As women, they were the reproductive function “vital to individual
slaveholders’ financial interests and to the inherently expansive system of slavery in
general.”*'* As history reveals, this pattern of social denigration would survive well into
the post-bellum South and find its way into the twentieth century.
Following Emancipation and the short-lived opportunities for blacks during
Reconstruction, from 1865-1877, the southern white power subjugated African-
Americans through disenfranchisement and second-class citizenship. What resulted was
an environment designed to sustain the power of men over women and whites over
blacks. As white women sought relief from the limitations that American democracy
placed upon their lives, at the turn of the century, black men, women and children were
lynched, murdered, and raped in epidemic numbers. Legalized segregation, or Jim Crow,
simultaneously denied blacks physical protection under the law. In addition, African-
Americans were subjected to segregated and inferior public facilities, including schools,
Angela Davis, Women, Race and Class (New York: Vintage Books, 1983), Darlene Clark Hine,
A Shining Thread ofHope: The History ofBlock Women in America (New York: Broadway Books, 1998),
and Jacqueline Jones, Labor ofLove, Labor ofSorrow: Black Women, Work and the Family, From Slavery
to the Present (New York: Basic Books, 1985),
13
bell hooks. Ain’t IA Woman: black women andfeminism (Boston: South End Press, 1981), 53.
Jacqueline Jones, Labor ofLove, LaborofSorrow: Black Women, Work and the Family, From
Slavery to the Present (fiew York: Basic Books, 1985), 12.
and denied service at many private establishments. Jim Crow was the socio-racial by¬
product of institutionalized chattel slavery, and was most threatening to the black family
and the women who kept them together.
On some occasions, black and white women found common ground upon which
to elevate themselves. Unfortunately, however, these instances were usually short-lived:
the enfranchisement of black men is one example. According to historian Rosalyn
Terborg-Penn, what seemed like unity in the fight for women’s suffrage with the passage
of the Fifteen Amendment, in 1870, soon came to an end when white women chose racial
superiority over their sisterhood with black women.*^ In aligning themselves with the
racial views of white men, white women abandoned black women in the midst of the
movement for women’s rights. This act of betrayal was a bitter reminder that the curse
of their blackness surpassed that of their womanhood.
By the turn of the century, African-American women found themselves confined
to tedious, low-paying jobs, usually of domesticity in white households. This was work
that poor white women rejected. Since college was inaccessible to the large majority of
black women, they were confined to the drudgery of domestic servants and
washerwomen. From Reconstruction until the 1970s, nearly half of all black women in
America worked outside their homes. This is in stark contrast to white women, whose
labor force population ranged from 10 to 30 percent during the same period.’® “The
system of paid household labor itself undermined the black woman’s own role as mother
and homemaker.... It thus served as a tangible reminder of the days of bondage, when
See Rosalyn Terborg-Penn, African American Women in the Strugglefor the Vote, 1850-1920
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1998), 132.
Darlene Clark Mine and Kathleen Thompson, Shining Thread ofHope, 247.
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black women were (in the eyes of whites) servants first and family members only
incidentally.”’’
In 1909, when the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) was founded, blacks found hope. Formed during a critical period in American
history, when racial tension manifested into barbaric and brutal violence against blacks,
the NAACP resisted racial injustice, including lynchings and disenfranchisement. “ ...
Equipped with funds and legal talent, [the NAACP] responded swiftly to every incident
and coordinated a national campaign against lynch terror.”’® Black women were the at
the forefront of this fight. In 1922, under the direction ofMary Talbert, they organized to
enlist the activism of all women, particularly through fundraising. They set out to raise
one million dollars by collecting at least one dollar from one million women.’® Although
the Anti-Lynching Crusaders did not meet their financial goal, they were successful in
publicizing the horrors of mob violence, and continued the ant-lynching efforts that Ida
B. Wells-Bamett began, in the 1890s, and that continued with Charlotte Hawkins Brown
in the early 1900s.
Like many other social justice organizations, the successful establishment and
operation of the NAACP was largely due to the contributions of black women, which
extended far beyond activities of The Anti-Lynching Crusaders. Although women were
the primary activists upon whose grassroots efforts the NAACP was established, they are
17
Jacqueline Jones, Labor ofLove, Labor ofSorrow: Black Women, Work, and the Family, From
Slavery to the Present (New York: Vintage Booksl985), 127.
18 William Pickens, “The Anti-lynching Crusaders,” in Gerda Lemer, Black Women in White




best known as “supporting actors.”^ Once the organization became fully operational,
women typically occupied secretarial jobs rather than public positions of leadership,
which were usually reserved for men. This is somewhat of a surprise, given that during
the years preceding what is known as the modem Civil Rights Movement, “there were
considerably more women in the movement than men.”^* Furthermore, in addition to
having to “contend with the male staffmembers’ refusal to accept them as their equals,”
the women of the movement “carried the double burden of their jobs and their duties as
wives and mothers.”^ Eventually, black women came to realize that they were doubly
oppressed, even within the movement. On the one hand, as African-Americans, they
were treated as inferior by the dominant culture, and on the other, as women, they were
marginalized by their male counterparts within the movement.
In summary, with few exceptions, black women have generally been under the
triple threat characterized by the oppressive systems of race, class, and gender.
According to Darlene Clark Mine, “both race and gender are transformed when they are
present together, and class is often present as a catalyst.” Being black, female and poor
nearly guaranteed a life of minimal education, exploited labor, limited access to the
mainstream of society, and increased chances of sexual assault. Ironically, however,
despair and hopelessness are not prominent themes in the history of black women. In
^
While Barbara Ransby uses the term “supporting actor” to describe the activism of Ella Baker
during the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s, it is an appropriate depiction of women in the
movement in general. See “Behind-the-Scenes View of a Behind-the-Scenes Organizer: The Roots of Ella
Baker’s Political Passions,” in Bettye Collier-Thomas and V.P. Franklin, Sisters in the Struggle, 42.
Darlene Clark Hine and Kathleen Thompson, A Shining Thread ofHope: The History ofBlack
Women in America (New York: Broadway Books, 1998), 267; Jacqueline Anne Rouse, Lugenia Burns
Hope, Black Southern Reformer (Athens: University ofGeorgia Press, 1989).
^
Anne Standley, “The Role of Black Women in the Civil Rights Movement,” in Vicki L.
Crawford, Jacqueline Anne Rouse, and Barbara Woods, eds.. Women in the Civil Rights Movement:
Trailblazers and Torchbearers 1941-1965 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), 197.
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their resilience, they found ways to resist the status quo and to continue moving the race
forward. The unique oppressions that black women faced have necessarily shaped who
they are and their approach to life.
BlackWomen’s Club Movement
With the overall inaccessibility to equal opportunity, the black family was under
siege. Since both parents in traditional African-American households were forced to
work, their communities were “congealing into ghettos, and children, having few
recreational activities, were suffering from neglect.”^ Rather than waiting on help, black
women, as they were accustomed, responded by helping themselves. Similar to white
women during the Progressive Era, black club women were truly dedicated to the uplift
of the entire conununity. When the National Federation of Afro-American Women and
the National Colored Women’s League merged, in 1896, the National Association of
Colored Women (NACW), was established. That same year, the Supreme Court ruled in
Plessy V. Ferguson, from which the “separate-but-equal” doctrine was bom.^
Representing more than two hundred individual black women’s organizations nationally,
the NACW’s motto was “Lifting as We Climb,” which they took very seriously.
In addition to campaigning in favor of women’s suffrage and against lynching and
Jim Crow, the NACW also worked to stabilize their communities. The scope of their
work is difficult to communicate because the organization was made up ofmany
individual guilds across the country, and whose work varied depended upon the distinct
^ Paula Giddings, When and Where I Enter, 79.
^ This historical decision gave whites carte blanche leeway to marginalize African-Americans.
The doctrine, “separate-but-equal” would continue to marginalize and subordinate blacks for over sixty
years, even beyond the 1954 landmark Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board ofEducation.
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issues of each community. However, one can gauge the extent of the NACW’s
commitment to the community by taking a look at some of the accomplishments of their
member clubs. The work of the Atlanta Neighborhood Union (ANU) through Cynthia
Lugenia Bums Hope, the wife of John Hope, is one case in point. In 1908, after
witnessing the “appalling and neglected conditions of Atlanta’s Black community,’’ Mrs.
Hope launched a reform campaign by establishing the ANU in Atlanta, Georgia.^
In this endeavor, Mrs. Hope involved other African-American women, including
wives of the Atlanta University faculty, where her husband would become a renown
president. The ANU raised funds for the overall improvement of black Atlanta, including
providing kindergartens, day nurseries and a medical center that, by 1927, would serve
more than four thousand people.^ Consistent with the thematic framework of this paper,
Mrs. Hope placed a high value upon community and this is evident in the efforts of the
ANU:
After conducting a fact-finding investigation, the [ANU] lobbied
successfully to construct a new school building and to raise the salaries of
[bjlack teachers. Through the [ANU’s] efforts, streets were paved, lights
and sewers installed, forty houses repaired, and general improvements made
on some twenty streets in the Black areas of the city ... the most notable of
the union’s efforts was the establishment of a health care center to treat
tuberculosis and other illnesses.”
Black clubwomen patrolled their neighborhoods, closed down gambling houses,
organized political seminars, established kindergartens, supported homes for the elderly
and wayward girls, and visited jails. Their activism provided an organized means by
which black women could improve the conditions of the race. The NACW was a
^




pioneering conglomeration of organized black female activism, in the way that it was the
first national black organization that “functioned with strength and unity.”^ Like the
social conditions that guided the activities of the NACW, there have been many other
historical dilemmas that have served as the catalyst for the activism of other black
women.
During the Great Migration, from 1914 until 1950, for example, black populations
in the South significantly decreased, as they dramatically increased in urban cities in the
North and Midwest. Consequently, whites were adamant in hoarding jobs and resources
for themselves, with little concern, if any at all, for African-Americans. Black women
were among those hardest hit. The slave markets, established on street comers in white
neighborhoods, are one case in point. “On any given morning in any large city one could
find groups of black women with brown paper bags and cheap suitcases standing on
street comers waiting for a chance to get work.”^ White housewives would come by to
negotiate a day’s or a half-a-day’s work, usually domestic labor. According to Paula
Giddings, the slave markets were “the most poignant symbol of the lowered status of all
black women workers.”^ They were forced to underbid one another, and at the end of
their jobs, they often received less than what was negotiated, or nothing at all; sometimes
they were forced to receive clothes instead of pay, and were even asked to sell sexual
services.^'
In response to the deplorable economic conditions that African-Americans
suffered during the Depression era, during the 1930s, Fannie B. Peck founded The
^
Deborah Gray White, Too Heavy A Load, 29.
^
Ibid., 143.
Paula Giddings, When and Where I Enter, 204.
Ibid., Deborah Gray White, Too Heavy A Load, 144.
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Housewives League of Detroit (HLD). After hearing about an organization comprised of
housewives in Harlem, Peck decided to form a similar group, whose main goal was to
focus on ways that blacks could use their purchasing power to strengthen black-owned
businesses and simultaneously create employment for themselves. Their key strategy
was to conduct educational campaigns within the community on the benefits and methods
of concentrated spending. According to Hine, “the greatest weapon Detroit Black women
had at their disposal during the height of the Depression was the leadership and
organizing skill they had cultivated during the previous four decades of involvement in
club work.”^^ Their increase in membership, which rose from fifty in 1930 to 10,000 by
1934, denotes the efficacy of their programs.^^ Once blacks in other states learned of the
HLD’s success, the National League of Housewives was established, in 1933, through
which member leagues were created in the North and South, including Durham, North
Carolina, Tampa, Florida, and Birmingham, Alabama. African-American women
continued to mobilize their communities by establishing national organizations, through
which they could further their causes.
In 1935, for example, the National Council of Negro Women (NCNW) was
founded under the direction ofMary McLeod Bethune, perhaps the most prominent
activist black woman of the 1930s. The NCNW was a centralized organization whose
goals reflected the national, rather than local, interests of African-American women.
Among the issues on the NCNW agenda was the lack of black workers in government.
The year before the organization’s establishment, in 1934, Bethune was appointed by
Darlene Clark Hine, “Housewives League of Detroit,” in Darlene Clark Hine, Elsa Barkley
Brown, and Rosalyn Terborg-Penn, eds.. Black Women in America: An Historical Encyclopedia, Vol. I
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 584.
Ibid.
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President F. D. Roosevelt to the Planning Committee established by the Federal Office of
the Education of Negroes. With viable connections in the nation’s capital, the NCNW
strategically advocated the hiring of black professionals, particularly women, in
government agencies as well as black nurses and physicians in the American Red Cross
and the Bureau of Public Health Service. However, since the NCNW was a
“clearinghouse for middle-class black women’s organizations,” other groups felt their
efforts neglected the needs of the multitude of black women, who did not have
professional skills or college degrees.^ This gave rise to other activist groups seeking to
address the needs of their less-skilled sisters. The International Ladies Auxiliary of the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters is one such group.
In 1938, the Ladies Auxiliary organized when several individual auxiliaries,
including those in New York, Denver, and Chicago, consolidated. The conglomerate
council was a sister to the International Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters (IBSCP), a
labor organization of black men employed with the Pullman Company. “The philosophy
was that if the wives, mothers, and daughters of Pullman porters helped raise money for
strike funds, and helped withstand pressure from the Pullman Company’s discriminatory
policies and other antiunion forces, the Brotherhood could become black America’s entry
into the world of organized labor.In 1935, under the direction of Asa Philip Randolph
and Milton P. Webster, the IBSCP became the first African-American labor organization
to receive a charter in the American Federation of Labor. Two years later, in 1937, the
IBSCP union signed its first collective bargaining agreement with the Pullman Company.
Through concentrated efforts, the Ladies Auxiliary achieved its goal: the IBSCP became
^
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black America’s entry into the world of organized labor—but this was only the
beginning.
In response to President Roosevelt’s New Deal reform plan, which worsened
already-extreme conditions for African-Americans, the Ladies Auxiliary adapted to the
broader needs of the race and became a labor-conscious activist group attuned to national
working conditions. The women sought to alleviate the circumstances facing their
communities and continued their work throughout World War II. Not only did they track
the cost of goods and services through their Office of Price Administration, they also
educated black women about credit unions, bargain and bulk shopping, and their
relationship to the labor movement, in general. They cultivated a consumer-conscious
cadre of working-class blacks. Their strategies proved to be key for many black families
to survive through the post-war years.
In short, the task of saving the race became increasingly difficult for black women
as the twentieth century progressed. With blacks relegated to the bottom of the social
structure, and black women at the lowest rung, one can begin to fathom the degree of
strength, organization, and capability required for such a task. The “simultaneity of
oppression’’ has not only sought to dominate, marginalize and oppress black women, but
has also provided the socio-political context for their activism. According to black
feminist Patricia Hill Collins, “a recognition of [the] connection between experience and
consciousness that shapes the everyday lives of individual African-American women
often pervades the works of [b]lack women activists and scholars.’’^ As mothers, wives.
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teachers, and nurturers, black women have handled their circumstances and balanced
their identities.
Whether collectively or individually, black women have always made their own
agenda. They employed tactics that involved collective laboring, including grassroots
organizing, work through women’s clubs, and economic self-help efforts. Like her
nineteenth and twentieth century foremothers, Jean Childs Young, the subject of this
thesis, clearly understood her role in racial uplift. She comes out of a culture where the
service ethic was emphasized and passed along generationally. Mrs. Young was a part of
a long tradition of black women’s activism that continues to the present day.
BlackWomen and Education in the South
An historical overview of black education in the South reflects that, foremost,
African-Americans made possible and sustained schools for African-Americans.
Scholars and historians tend to agree that self-help has been a universal theme, and within
this context, the black conununity has been a fundamental element. Educational-activism
within the African-American community has been upheld by the belief that, by
committing themselves and their resources, blacks could, and would, obtain a quality
education. In turn, they would not only advance the race, but society as a whole.
The self-less extension of resources in the pursuit knowledge is a long-standing tradition.
In Their Highest Potential: An African-American School Community of the
Segregated South, Vanessa Siddle Walker discusses some of the ways that educational-
activism has been instituted. A central theme in this seminal work is that black
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communities did for the schools what the schools could not do for themselves.^’ While
their classes may have been conducted in poor facilities, having had insufficient material
resources, black communities were rich in “human resources.” According to Siddle
Walker, these human resources, or people who willingly contributed what they could,
allowed for successful learning environments.^ In essence, blacks were able to create
quality schools in spite of the inequalities they faced.
In the case of the Caswell County Training School in rural North Carolina, where
much of Siddle Walker’s research takes place, community members sustained the school.
They provided the first “bus,” or rather pick-up truck, held fund-raisers for needed
supplies, and contributed cash and labor to build an elementary school.^® The widespread
abundance of human resources in otherwise inadequately furnished black schools denotes
the existence of commonly held ideals among blacks about how they viewed themselves
and their communities. For example, a “common concern for uplift” and ensuring that
“all children reached their highest potential” have been among the principles of
paramount importance."” Siddle Walker concludes that, by making it a priority to
understand and meet the individual needs of students, southern teachers developed the
whole child and, in doing so, uplifted the entire community.
Their Highest Potential illustrates the common strengths of independent black
schools in the Jim Crow South. One way to gain a broader understanding of black
education, however, is to parallel its history to the idea of a quilt. In this visualization.
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each patch represents a different part of the black community, for example, the church,
local businesses, teachers, parents, and other adults with parent-like authority. When
stitched together, each patch, or community member, has helped to form the quilt that
symbolizes African-American education. Historically, the single-most thread holding
each “patch” in place has been the activism of black women. This is to mean, believing
that a race can rise no higher than its women, “African-American women took on the
self-appointed duty of being the principal nurturers and educators of the race.”^* In their
selflessness, black women have been a vital necessity in sustaining the vision of social
mobility through the process of enlightenment.
Teachers have been a primary mode through which high academic and moral
standards were instituted and upheld. As the primary educators of the race, black women
assumed a broad understanding of their duties and believed that they, like ministers, had a
special calling. To be sure their students’ needs were met, southern black teachers were
known to have done many things for which they did not receive, or expect, pay. Black
sociologist, Andrew Billingsley explains:
... Teachers were not generally bound by monetary or time constraints in
fulfilling the responsibilities they perceived to be part of their role. They
used their cars and gas, without compensation to transport students ... they
opened their pocketbooks and sometimes their homes... they made
whatever personal sacrifices were needed.'*^
In fact, black women have played many leading roles throughout history as teachers
engaged in race work. A discussion about their educational-activism at various stages
may be helpful in understanding their prominent relationship to social progress and the
educational culture of service from which Jean Childs Young came.
Deborah Gray White, Too Heavy a Load, 24.
Andrew Billingsley, Black Families in White America fNew Jersey; Prentice Hall, 1968), 205.
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As early as 1833, a full thirty-two years prior to Emancipation, black women
organized schools which operated independent of white involvement. One of the first of
these “native schools” operated from 1833 until 1865, in Savannah, Georgia, under the
leadership of a black woman by the name of Deveaux, “unknown to the slave regime.”^
Many such schools were later conducted and their significance can not be overstated.
Due to racial laws that made it illegal to teach a slave to read or write, teachers, and even
students faced severe punishment, including death. Theirwill to resist illiteracy and
inaccessibility denotes the extent of their desire and determination for elevation.
Mary Smith Kelsey Peake (1823-1862) is another forerunner in black education
who resisted racial inferiority through civil disobedience to the law. During the Civil
War, for example, the Grand Contraband Camp was established, in Fortress Monroe,
Virginia, for the protection of escaped “contraband” slaves seeking asylum. Having
heard about Peake’s schooling operation, blacks at the camp asked for her help. In 1861,
she began teaching under the “Emancipation Tree,” a large oak located just outside of
Fort Monroe, in Phoebus, Elizabeth City County."^ Her school was later relocated to an
old court house in the ruins of Hampton. Starting out with six students, the school
quickly numbered fifty or sixty within a few days and was the first to become associated
the American Missionary Society.
Mrs. Peak was a pioneer in the crusade for liberation through black education.
The school she once operated in Hampton, Virginia, was integral to the establishment of
Hampton Normal and Industrial Institute, in 1868, which was fundamental to the
^
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educational philosophy of Booker T. Washington. “Emancipation Oak,” the site where
she daringly educated free and enslaved blacks during the Civil War and post-war years,
is situated on the campus of Hampton University, a thriving historically black college. It
has also been deemed one of the “10 Great Trees of the World” by National Geographic.
Unmistakably, Mrs. Peake created a path for many black women educators to follow,
which is exactly what they did.
Fanny Jackson Coppin (1837-1913), a Reconstruction Era trailblazer, was bom
just fourteen years after Peake. Unlike Mary Peake, however, Fanny Coppin was bom
into slavery, yet privileged to have received a college education. She attended Oberlin
College during the Civil War years, from 1860 until 1865. She enrolled in the esteemed
classical curriculum, also called the “gentleman’s course,” which was traditionally
reserved for high-achieving males. In fact, when Coppin enrolled in Oberlin, no black
woman had received a Bachelor of Arts degree in the classical curriculum.'*^
Coppin’s high intellectual capacity and strong commitment to blacks led to her
recmitment to the Institute for Colored Youth (lYC), in Philadelphia. Not long after
starting her teaching position at the lYC, in 1869, Coppin became the principal, making
her the highest ranking black woman at an institution of higher learning during her time.
During her tenure, in addition to the classics, Coppin led an “industrial cmsade” to
establish an Industrial Department, wherein blacks would learn trades, such as
blacksmithing and bricklaying. For her, it was a “serious occasion” that “the only places
a colored boy could learn a trade was in the House of Refuge or the Penitentiary.”'’® In
Mary Jane Patterson became the first black women to earn a B.A. degree from Oberlin College,
in 1862. Ibid., xxvi.
‘’®
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the educational-activist tradition of drawing on the community’s “human resources,” she
collected one dollar from local blacks, and with outside help from the Quakers, she raised
three thousand dollars to institute the program.
Coppin’s activism also indicates that she was especially concerned with the needs
and plight of working black women. In her own words, concerning domestic workers,
the subordinate occupation to which black women were traditionally relegated, she states:
There is one class of women, for whom no trades are provided, but who
are expected to do their work without any special preparation; and these
are the women in domestic service. I have always felt a deep sympathy
with such persons, for I believe that they are capable ofmaking a most
honorable record. I therefore conceived a plan of holding some
receptions for them, where the honorableness of their work and the
necessity of doing it well might be discussed. I earnestly hoped that no
one should be ashamed of the word servant, but should leam what great
opportunity for doing such good there is for those who serve others."*’
Consequently, in 1894, she opened the Women’s Exchange and Girls’ Home, a residence,
business, and school that offered classes in cooking, dressmaking, and domestic
economy. While Coppin’s activism was not primarily centered in the South, her impact
was far-reaching and southern blacks were among those who benefited. Her industrial
educational philosophy and implementation paved the way for Booker T. Washington,
and the gender ideology she espoused provided a model for which emerging black
feminists could further develop.
Dr. Anna Julia Cooper (1858-1964) is another such woman. Cooper was bom
into slavery in Raleigh, North Carolina, but became a highly educated and noteworthy
educator, writer, scholar, and activist. Some twenty years after Coppin, Oberlin awarded




voice for the race, and women in particular. After earning her Master’s degree in Math,
in 1885, Cooper began her teaching career at the M Street High School, the only black
high school in Washington, D. C. at the time. She served as the school’s principal from
1901 until 1906, during which time she resisted the notion of Booker T. Washington’s
exclusive educational model of agricultural and industrial curriculum for black students.
She resolved to institute a more intellectually stimulating, college-preparatory track, by
strengthening the school’s curriculum in the classical subjects. As a result, she sent a
great number of students to universities such as Harvard, Brown, Oberlin, Yale, Amherst,
Dartmouth, and Radcliffe.'^
While at M Street High, in 1892, Cooper published her first book, A Voice From
the South. This literary work has been a central device to the cultivation of the social,
educational, and moral uplift of black women, and thus the race, for more than one
hundred years. Cooper’s views about an enlightened, not industrial, black class were
controversial during her time. Her ideology, which she systematically brought into
fruition, was in direct opposition to that ofWashington’s and closely resembled that of
W. E. B. DuBois’. The Washington-DuBois debate was very divisive and occupied
much of the first half of the twentieth century. In 1906, on account of her viewpoint.
Cooper, was dismissed from her position as principal. For the next five years, from
1906-1911, Cooper taught at Lincoln University in Missouri. She returned to M Street
High, in 1911, where she taught until she retired in 1930. Her contributions to black
education were far-reaching, and scholars and historians continue to extract new-found
themes from her works that are applicable to this day.
^
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From the secret slave schools that operated underground prior to the end of
slavery, to Emancipation Oak and distinguished urban schools such as M Street High,
black women have largely been the central figures in the historic evolution of black
education. Through their heroic deeds, black women have denunciated the status quo.
Educator-activists like Deveaux, Peake, Coppin, and Cooper, were vital to the
development and enlightenment ofAfrican-Americans. However, there are countless
others whose contributions remain obscured in the lens of historiography. Among the
multitude of these women are: Annie Welthy Holland (c. 1871-1934), a North Carolina
Supervisor for Negro Education and founder of the North Carolina Colored Parent
Teachers’ Association, who raised over $116,115 for much needed schoolmateils;"*®
Nannie Helen Burroughs (1879-1961), a Virginia native who founded the National
Training School forWomen in spite of opposition and controversy from the male-
dominated National Baptist Convention; and Mamie Garvin Fields (1888-1987), a multi¬
faceted rural South Carolina schoolteacher who organized the first public daycare in
Charleston, established a “diet kitchen” that was a forerunner of cafeterias in other
county schools, and worked alongsideMary McLeod Bethune in establishing National
Youth Act programs.*
In the tradition of her foremothers, Jean Childs Young spent her life engaged in
race work. Evident in her activism is knowledge of the riches found in southern history
and African heritage. She stood on the shoulders of the women who came before her,
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and made distinct contributions based upon what she experienced, witnessed, and
endured during her lifetime. Low-achieving public schools, inaccessibility to educational
resources, political activism among women, and international child welfare were among
the items on Jean Young’s agenda. While she is generally known as the wife of civil-
rights activist, politician, and U.S. Ambassador, Reverend Andrew Young, Jean Childs
Young was a remarkable educator-activist who demonstrated exemplary qualities of
teaching and organizing in serving the broader needs of children and women. There is
much to be learned from the life of Jean Childs Young and her placement within the
context of black women’s history is both meaningful and essential.
CHAPTER 2
JEAN CHILDS YOUNG - CHILDHOOD TO YOUNG ADULTHOOD:
THE EARLY YEARS, 1933-1954
Jean Childs Young’s early years constitute the formative period of her life. From
a “fresh-faced country girl” to a “demure preacher’s wife,” the first twenty-one years of
her life were characterized by an array of significant experiences.' The events that
occurred during Young’s early life, not only shaped her individual character, but also
prepared her for the later years, during which she made many notable contributions.
Particularly, the educational foundation she received in grade school was pivotal to her
understanding that all children can learn, given the opportunity and proper resources.
This philosophy was the underlying impetus that later fueled her work as an educator-
activist. In addition, the strong family and church structures, of which she was a part
during her adolescence, proved to have lasting impressions. Jean Childs Young was
well-known and respected for her connection to the community, whether as a teacher,
parent, youth advocate, or minister’s wife.
Scholars and historians have found that certain values are culturally transmitted
and that one’s community and family upbringing account for personal and social
convictions. Sociologist Andrew Billingsley contends that high-achieving African-
Americans are likely to come from strong families, and that there are certain chief
'
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components integral to a strong family. These include: influences of religious
convictions and behavior; education or educational aspirations, “economic footing more
secure than the average Negro family in their community,” and “strong social and
emotional ties.”^ This is a perfect summary of Jean Young’s family background and
social foundation. This characterization encompasses and also distinguishes Young’s life
as an educator-activist.
Jean Childs Young was bom during the Great Depression, on July 1,1933, in
Marion, Alabama. She was raised in Perry County, a rural town with pronounced
distinctions. Occupying the western region of Alabama, Marion is unique for a number
of reasons, the first being its strong educational reputation among blacks and whites.
William Childs, the eldest brother of Jean Young, and Marion native, states:
Marion, Alabama, was an educational center. It had, and still has, a
white female so-called friendship school [Judson College]. Tuition,
back in those days, was high and most of the girls who went to the
school came from rich families. They were down in the school trying to
find themselves husbands who went to the Marion Military Institute,
MMI, which was an all-boys military school. The boys that went to
MMI were from white families trying to get them some education, some
refinement maybe, into their [white] sons’ lives because most of the
boys came from nice families, but a lot of them were rowdy and
arrogant sons, that thought they owned the world. A lot of our U.S.
Army generals got their high school education from MMI, and then a lot
of them went on to West Point, or other military schools to have very
impressive careers in the military.^
Marion also stands out because of its representation of a “more pure, unpretentious, solid
work force of rural, hardworking blacks.”^ Third, and finally, Marion is distinct because
Perry County is known for producing a remarkable number of black intellectuals holding
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doctoral and other advanced degrees.^ These are all noteworthy attributes, considering
the agrarian socio-economical demographics of Perry County. Typically, blacks who
lived in the rural, or “deep” areas of the South were subjected to more extreme situations
of poverty and racial injustice than in urban and heavily population areas of the region.
Likewise, residents of the deep South were often afforded fewer resources.
Consequently, they have been a self-reliant group with a strong work ethic and
community orientation. Education, hard work, and Christian service were embedded in
Marion’s close-knit community of easy-going, yet determined black southerners.
Jean Young’s family, the Childses, were long-time residents of Perry County,
having settled there some five generations prior to her birth. Her parents, Norman
Lorenzo Childs, Sr., and Idella Jones Childs had five children all together: Bill, Norma,
Norman, Jr., Cora, and Jean, their youngest. The Childs family fully embraced the value
of education. This is evident in their long history with the Lincoln Normal School, a
prestigious early black institution. This school is of special meaning, not only to the
Childses, but to Perry County and many African-American families throughout the
South.
Lincoln Normal School and the Congregational Church
Lincoln Normal was an atypical black school. In the remarkable legacy of self-
initiated black schooling, Lincoln Normal was established, in 1868, under the vanguard
of local literate blacks who organized a school board, purchased a lot, and built a
^
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facility.® According to Bill Childs, Lincoln was a “very thorough and well-respected
school.”’ Unlike many of the industrial institutes in other rural cities, the curriculum at
Lincoln Normal included Spanish, French, algebra, geometry, in addition to the basics of
history and geography. Even by modem standards, Lincoln was a prestigious institution:
... It was the first black school in Alabama to be recognized by the
American Association of Secondary Schools ... Black kids from all
over Alabama, Mississippi and Georgia [came] to Lincoln Normal
School to get a first-class education ... because Lincoln Normal was
the first black school in Alabama to have a nine month school term.
The rest of the schools, provided by the county and state for black
kids, [that] started out being a one-room school, were maybe six
month schools and the majority of the blacks lived a sharecroppers
life.®
Lincoln Normal’s extended school term was significant in and of itself. A typical school
year in the South ranged from four to six months, depending on the farming demands of
white land owners, who relied on and greatly profited from black sharecroppers. Living
as tenant farmers, blacks had to work to ensure that the fields yielded enough crops to
pay a large percentage to white land lords and to feed their families. To ensure maximum
gain, whites expected black children to work as field hands alongside their parents.
Consequently, the traditional school term, established by whites, greatly limited the
education of black children because the amount of time they spent in school was
determined by their agricultural chores.
The classical curriculum at Lincoln Normal included music in addition to the
foreign languages and advanced mathematics. Among the schools’ notable alumni, Mrs.
Coretta Scott King, the activist wife of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., credits Lincoln
®
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Normal for introducing her to the world ofmusic.’ Mrs. King went on to pursue her
passion for singing at Antioch College in Ohio and the New England Conservatory of
Music in Boston, which was made possible through her early education at Lincoln.'” In
addition to applied music, Lincoln students were also taught music appreciation. In fact,
learning about accomplished African-American musicians was a miracle, of sorts, for
many students. Cora Childs Moore, Jean Young’s older sister, remembers the music
curriculum taught at Lincoln:
We had heard about Beethoven and those guys ... and then we
heard about Marion Anderson and Paul Robeson, and we did [not]
know that they were black until we studied music appreciation and
they had pictures of them ... and that was something miraculous.
Nobody else [outside of Lincoln] had told us about them being
black."
Being a part of such a close-knit community, Lincoln and the residents of Perry
County held common beliefs. Black families taught their children that they were equal,
and not inferior, to whites. This was reinforced at school, where teachers held high
expectations of their students. As Cora recalls, “They were serious about education and
they felt we had a right to have a good education and to grow up and do whatever we
wanted to do, as long as we were prepared. They demanded a lot of us in school. They
did not accept inferior work on [our] homework [or] on [anything we] did.”'^
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Lincoln Normal helped cultivate Jean Childs’ desire for learning, which had been
demonstrated by her mother and older siblings. Even before she started school, she was
exposed to books and loved to read. She loved books so much that their mother made her
older sister, Cora, check out books from the school library everyday to bring home and
read to her.*^ Cora had read to her so many times that, when asked if she could read,
young Jean would reply, “Oh yes I can read,” and she would immediately start reading
her favorite book. The Cat and the Kitten. Her family was amazed that she could read at
such a young age, until, after paying closer attention, realized that Jean was holding the
book upside down and had actually memorized the words Having committed all the
“primers” by memory at the age of four, she could “read” the books backwards, forwards,
and, apparently, upside down.
Jean Childs entered first grade at Lincoln Normal, in 1939, at six-years-old. Since
she could already read, she was quickly promoted to Miss Macbeth’s second grade
class.Even as an adult. Young had fond memories of what she called “the best teacher
she ever had.”^^ She states:
Julia Macbeth had golden skin with a jaw that jutted forward. Her
eyes sloped downward. I remember her kindness and how interesting
she made school. Everything was new and fun. I was a chatterbox
and I can [not] even remember her punishing me. On rainy days,
when few children came to school, we would play checkers and
dominoes and all kinds of amusing games.
Ibid.
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Macbeth was among the cadre ofwhite teachers that migrated South. Interestingly, these
vivid memories of Jean Childs’ first teacher are easily recalled when she is an adult, some
forty-two years later. This indicates that Miss Macbeth, and others like her, left a lasting
impression on Young and, likely, other students as well. These unapologetically
compassionate teachers with high expectations served as a foundation for her own life as
an educator.
While Miss Macbeth may have been Jean Childs’ favorite schoolteacher, her
mother was her first teacher. Having taught for thirty-years in the segregated Perry
County school system, Mrs. Idella Jones Childs made sure that all of her children
understood that education was key. Remarkably, she and her husband put all four of their
children through college. In fact, as a young girl, Jean had her first college course in
teacher education, in 1940, at the age of seven while accompanying Mrs. Childs to
summer school at Alabama State University.*® Mrs. Childs attended college whenever
she could, in between the time she spent raising her children, assisting her husband,
making a home, teaching, and performing side jobs as a seamstress. Mrs. Childs’ dream
of having a college degree was finally realized, in 1954, when she earned a Bachelor of
Science degree from Alabama State.
Mrs. Childs was a resourceful and compassionate teacher of biology, algebra,
history, and social studies during a time when plantation owners were very reluctant to
excuse their child laborers from the cotton fields. When faced with such circumstances,




landowners, “stating her case” about why her students should be in the classroom.'® She
was successful in getting her students out of the fields and into her classroom. In this
way, she courageously advocated for the educational and future needs of black children.
It is evident that Jean Young’s spirit of educator-activism followed in the footsteps of her
mother. She learned a lot from her mother, and, unsurprisingly, the two had a lot in
common. Jean’s daughter, Lisa, remembers that her mother’s courage came directly
from her grandmother:
Above all, my mother learned from my grandmother not to be afraid to
speak out and not to be dependent upon anyone else to speak up for
you; [that] if you see something wrong, or something that needls] to be
changed, it [is] your personal responsibility to do something about it.
And to not worry about repercussions... and I think that [is] a direct
result of faith ... when you do what God calls you to do, you do it...
and He takes care of the rest of it. And to be responsible for those who
ca [not] be responsible for themselves.^
“[Mrs. Childs] and Jean were both loving people, sensitive, highly intelligent, thoughtful,
and very independent.... That was very obvious in both of them.”^' An example to her
daughter, Idella Jones Childs lived a remarkable life, committing herself to educating
children and to her duties as a participant member of society.
In addition to education, religion was an integral component of the Childs family
and Marion’s cultural community. School and church were so closely intertwined that
they often overlapped. Lincoln was deeded to the American Missionary Association
(AMA), in 1868, which played a significant role in the success and efficacy of the
institution. After securing a lease on the building, the AMA financed and maintained
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Lincoln Normal from 1868 until its closing in the 1960s with the opening of the state’s
first integrated public school, Marion High. The AMA is well-known as one of the
northern white benevolent societies responsible for establishing and/or maintaining black
schools since Emancipation. A subsidiary of the Congregational Church, now called the
United Church of Christ, the AMA, undoubtedly, played a significant role in maintaining
Lincoln Normal’s reputation of being a prestigious segregated black school.
Jean Childs was a fourth generation Congregationalist and her devout Christian
upbringing undergirded her understanding that service to others is a requisite to a life
well-lived. “Education, human dignity, justice, equality, service, integrity, truth were the
keystones of its Christian message.”^ Unlike the Baptist Church, the Congregational
Church has not been a prevailing subject among scholarly studies of African-American
religion in the South. In contrast to the spiritual excitement and outbursts of praise
exhibited during traditional Baptist worship services, Congregationalist worship is
patterned after the New England churches, characterized by very ceremonial and solemn
reverence. The Congregational Church had a tremendous impact in the South. In
particular, it opposed slavery and established schools and colleges for black children,
through the AMA, surrounding the Civil War and throughout Reconstruction. Jean
Childs Young, her parents, and all of her siblings, attended Lincoln Normal and the First
Congregational Church of Marion.
Another distinct attribute of the Childs family that is consistent with Billingsley’s
strong family model is that their “economic footing [was] more secure than the average
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Negro family in their community.”^ One of the oldest black families in Marion, the
Childses owned and operated their own business for more than four generations,
beginning with Mr. James Childs, Jean’s great-great grandfather. During slavery, James
was a shoemaker, but as a result of diligence and good fortune, purchased freedom for
both himself and his wife before the onset of the Civil War.^ His son, Stephen, sold
cotton from Marion to Mobile during Reconstruction, and later traded cotton futures on
the New York Stock Exchange. With his profits, he opened a grocery store in the heart
of downtown across from the Perry County Courthouse.^ Undoubtedly astute, James
Childs was a pioneer. Instances of successful African-American entrepreneurship during
the early periods of Post-Emancipation were rare, though not altogether unheard of.
Stephen Childs continued the family custom of hard work and exceptional
achievement by establishing Childs Bakery, in 1878.^ While blacks were treated as
second-class citizens in white establishments, they received first-class amenities at Childs
Bakery. Jean recalls sweet memories of the family store, “a long counter with [a] soda
fountain and spin-around stools where you could order an ice cream for five cents, a
double cone for ten cents, hot dogs for a dime and hamburgers for fifteen cents with all
the trimmings.”^ Childs Bakery had mostly black customers, and all families, black and
white, ran charge accounts to buy groceries.^ They also supplied the baking needs of
^ Andrew Billingsley, Black Families, 99.
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business:
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My family, fortunately ... started this bakery to supply bread for
Judson College and MMI [Marion Military Institute]. There were no
bread companies, per se, as there are now. The dining halls at Judson
were supplied with bread from Childs Bakery. We had a big brick
oven ... and a long pole with a flat thing on the end of it, like they
do now with pizza, to run it under the pan, and pull the pan out. And
this is the way we cooked bread.^
In their brick oven, which measured twelve feet long and four feet wide, they made
“wonderful mouthwatering candy and delicious cakes and breads.”^
Childs Bakery was a prominent establishment and well-respected throughout
Alabama. The Childses worked long hours and traveled throughout the state selling their
baked goods. Particularly unique about Childs Bakery, is that it was located on prime
real estate. In Perry County, like many other places in the South, all the black businesses
were relegated to the side streets, and excluded from the main district. The Childses,
however, housed and operated their establishment in the middle of town, on Main Street,
directly across the street from the county Post Office.^*
In addition to a legacy of industriousness, the Childses also have a long-standing
history of philanthropy in education and the Christian church. As an ex-slave, James
Childs helped provide opportunities for illiterate blacks through his work with Lincoln
Normal, where he was among the school’s original founders and trustees.^^ Historically,
southern whites were generally hostile to a literate and educated black class, and with
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original Lincoln Normal was burned down, in the mid-lSOOs, James’ son, Stephen, along
with other community leaders, and with the help of the AMA, founded a new school,
built with the same name as the one that had been destroyed.^^ In collaboration with the
AMA, Stephen was also one of the original founders of the Congregational Church in
Marion.^ These outward expressions of the Childses’ social and emotional ties to their
community demonstrate allegiance to their fellow African-Americans and the character
of their family.
Despite their relatively secure economic status, the Childses, like most southern
black families, had a clear understanding of what it meant to “carry one’s load.” As a
young girl, Jean Childs was not exempt from household chores even though she was the
youngest. “She did her chores like everyone else ... fed the chickens, fed the pigs, and
after [older brother. Bill] left home, she had the responsibility of milking the cows.”^^
She started off every morning at 5:30 am with her chores, went inside to have breakfast,
went to school, and had more chores when she returned home.^ This was important
because her life as a wife, mother, and educator-activist would require a strong work
ethic.
In addition to hard work, her childhood is marked by the all-too-common
instances of racial prejudice. Despite the family’s educational background and strong
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County, “segregation was a bitter weed in the flower garden of [her] youth.”^’ Passing by
the municipal pool on hot summer days where only white children could swim, being
served at the back counters, and not the dining area where whites were waited on, and
being called “nigger” by white children are among the “weed” memories of her
childhood. Although they were not allowed to physically retaliate when called out of
their names, the Childs siblings did find some relief in shouting back, ‘“Po White
Cracker,” and “Cracker, Cracker, Cracker!”^ As her eldest sister recalls, life was no
different for them than from other blacks in terms of racism:
Growing up in Marion, we were exposed to all the things that anybody in
the South [was]... a child knew at an early age, that there were
differences, in terms of what you can do, what you[are] supposed to do,
and what you cannot do. It was there for you to see, marked for you to
see. I remember as we would go to town, we [would] pass the
swimming pool and I can remember thinking, ‘Oh how great it would be
to get into that pool;’ but we could [not]. But at the same time, it [is]
amazing, we did [not] grow up hating.^^
Mrs. Childs had a creative response to the limited public recreational facilities for
her children. Intent on making their childhood as fun and enjoyable as that of white
children, during the hot summer months, she made an alternative pool, utilizing water
from the creek and a big tin tub. She completed the park-like atmosphere by creating a
“virtual playground of swings, see-saws, and a sliding board.”^ Despite their obviously
learned racism, white children were not Young’s real antagonists. The adult
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occasion, Jean ordered two double cones of ice cream, and after being told to go to the
back counter to pick them up, she walked out of the store, leaving the clerk confused/’
Despite some unfortunate situations with hostile whites, the children did grow up
with a sense of knowing that not all whites meant harm. They learned this through their
teachers at Lincoln Normal, and in their neighborhood. William Childs speaks of the
difference between the two white families that lived closest to them:
We grew up between two white families, [on] one side was a family
headed by a foreman of a saw mill. On the other side was a poor white
family that had eight boys and one girl. They were as different as day
and night. On the southern side of us was a family who, when they
needed a stick of butter, cup of flour, cup of sugar, or whatever, we
shared ... and they had the telephone in the neighborhood ... I did my
early calling at the house ... of the good white folks... because we did
[not] have a telephone. The poor white family, who lived on the north
side was something quite the opposite. We would throw rocks at each
other’s houses. Fortunately, we had a vegetable garden in between the
houses ... so there was some bit of insulation in between the houses.'’^
It is highly likely that little acts of insurrection like these proved to be personally
empowering.
In her early childhood, Jean Childs learned different ways to resist racism and
how to be non-conforming and non-traditional when her inner voice told her to do so.
Her older sister, Cora, remembers how they “desegregated” Marion’s water fountains,
long before the Civil Rights Movement:
Once, as young children, we walked in the business door, and that was a
store [that] had all kinds of delights and what not. And we just walked
around for awhile, and then we walked over to the water fountain. And
one had a ‘white’ sign on it, and the other had ‘colored.’ And we looked
at each other and said, ‘I wanna know how the white water is different
from the colored water.’ And both of us went over and used the white
Ibid., 54.
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fountain, and one of the clerks looked up, and she did [not] say anything
to us, but we figured we had made our point. And we just walked out of
the store.'*^
Another way Jean Childs resisted the status quo was through the expression of her non-
traditional female interests. As a little girl, she was a tomboy and prided herself on being
able to “ride horses and motor bikes, climb trees, and shoot marbles better than most any
boy in the neighborhood.”^ While other girls played with dolls and played dress-up,
young Jean was quite the opposite of the stereotypical Southern belle, despite her striking
natural beauty.
In the summer months she preferred to be barefoot and open chest, wearing only
shorts, like her brothers, and was crushed when her mother finally insisted that she wear a
shirt.'*^ Her interests included playing sports and swimming, which is quite the contrary
of what was expected from a beautiful young girl of her time. Her fondest childhood
memory was playing the lead in her school operetta, appropriately titled, “Tom Boy Joe.”
As she stood perched in a paper-mache tree, the chorus sang, in precise conformity with
her own thoughts, “Tom Boy Joe, she’d rather go fishing than sit down and sew.”^
When she got to high school, however, to her dismay, sew is exactly what she was
expected to do, as was the case for all girls. Having realized that she was required to take
a course in Home Economics, which involved cooking and housekeeping, she “protested
so vigorously” that the teachers finally conceded and she was permitted to take wood
shop. In the basement, where the previously all-boy class was held, she was elated to
Cora Childs Moore of Marion, Alabama, interview by the author, tape recording,
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explore her interest in tools. After two days, however, harassment from the boys proved
to be too much for her and she returned upstairs, rescinding her protest to Home
Economics. As her luck would have it, Jean’s only life work as an adult that required the
use of tools would be repairing the vacuum.'*^ Perhaps the adroit skills and athleticism
she demonstrated on her high school basketball team were her way of showing that she
really could do what any boy could, and quite possibly, even better. These early
demonstrations of contesting prescribed gender roles would have later manifestations,
and she would experience greater successes in challenging such boundaries.
Jean Childs’ high school years also mark a turn in the Childs’ family good
fortune. In 1947, her great-uncle, Amzie, sold the family business, leaving her father and
grandfather in disarray. Versions of the story vary and it is not fully known how or what
influenced this decision. What is certain, however, is that Childs’ Bakery was physically
gone and caused a dark period in their family history. In facing the reality of the
detrimental loss, each family member reacted differently. For generations, their
livelihood depended on the family business, not only as a means of income, but also as a
source of pride and sense of purpose. Two years after the business was sold, in 1949,
Charles, Jean’s grandfather, committed suicide, leaving himself to be found by her father,
during a routine lunch delivery.'® This created a hardship for her father, and
consequently, her family. In dealing with the losses of both his father and his business,
Norman, Sr., resorted to medicating himself with alcohol, and soon developed into a
heavy drinker.'® Like thousands of other black men struggling with hard times in a
Ibid.
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racially imbalanced society, his healthy sense of manhood and his dignity were
compromised once reality set in. This was a very difficult time in her teenage years, as
she had just celebrated her fifteenth birthday.
This period was especially critical for Mrs. Idella Childs, who was now
responsible for sustaining the household until her husband recovered, relying on her faith
in God that the family could, and would, survive in-tact. She supplemented her teaching
salary with what she earned from her work as a seamstress to provide for the family’s
needs. Later, and perhaps with a sober recollection of his resilient forefathers, Norman,
Sr. rekindled the industrious character deep within himself and acquired a new life. As
history would repeat itself, like his great-grandfather, Charles, Norman learned new skills
and began working in the line of shoe repair, and soon thereafter, bought a business of
his own. * In the process, he regained his dignity as the breadwinner and their home
environment was restored. Hard work and resilience were passed on to an
impressionable young Jean, who, in the tradition of her own family legacy, would draw
on their courage and strength throughout the course of her own life.
Manchester College
By 1950, after graduating from the Lincoln Normal School, Jean Childs enrolled
in Manchester College, in Manchester, Indiana. What ended up being a lifelong
association with the college began with her recruitment by Frances Smith Thomas, a
Manchester graduate. Thomas, a white woman, was an advocate for interracial and
international peace, and the secretary to the principal of Lincoln Normal while Jean was
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still in high school. “Fran,” as she was affectionately known, encouraged many students
to attend the college, especially urging those demonstrating academic promise, including
Young, her older sisters, Norma and Cora, and Coretta Scott King. Her husband Cecil
was a Quaker, and when he died, in 1969, she furthered her own education, earning two
additional degrees, and continued working to promote justice and equality.^’ Thomas
also spent two decades working on the Racial and Ethnic Studies staff at Michigan State
University and at The Martin Luther King, Jr., Center for Social Change, in Atlanta,
Georgia. Jean, and others like her, were very fortunate to have known Thomas, for she
was among the many white supporters of black education and racial equality. With her
recruitment, Jean Childs enjoyed a fulfilling, life-long relationship with the people and
the institution in North Manchester, Indiana.
Manchester College is a religious institution rooted in humanitarianism and
goodwill. Founded by the Church of the Brethren on principles of Christian humility and
service to others, Manchester played an important role in Jean’s development as a young
black woman from the South. Manchester students learned “virtues of a simple,
unornamented life, and a rejection of materialism and ostentatiousness.”^^ The school
had strict rules and students were not permitted to smoke, drink alcohol, or even dance on
campus.^ Their belief was that the denial of self-indulgence was conducive to
effectively doing God’s work. Self-discipline was also an important part of the implied
curriculum, both of which helped to lay a firm foundation for Jean to carry out her life
Newsline, Manchester College Journal, March 18,1999, Archives and Brethren Historical
Collection, Funderburg Library, Manchester College, North Manchester, Indiana.




work. In fact, Jean’s attendance at Manchester was an important part of her preparation
for what her life with her husband, Andrew, would entail.^
Although the relationship she enjoyed with her alma mater was meaningful, Jean
Childs did experience some discomfort. Going away to Manchester was the first time she
had ever traveled outside of Alabama. As a country girl from the deep South, she found
that she was most comfortable with other blacks, largely because the majority of her
contact with whites were under the discomforting confines of Jim Crow. After her sister,
Cora graduated, Jean was the only Negro at Manchester, as blacks were then called, and
she missed the “warm familiarity of blackness.” Making adjustments to the cultural
differences proved to be quite a difficulty as well. One of the “most insulting statements”
made to her, meant to be a compliment, was, “But you’re too pretty to be a Negro.”^^ To
her dismay, she was perceived as an “exceptional Negro.” She sometimes felt isolated
and alone, and desired to transfer to Fisk University, a historically black college, in
Nashville, Tennessee. However, on account of her two older sisters graduating from
Manchester, she stayed.* Young frequently felt hostile and misunderstood, however, her
sister Cora and her roommate, Dorothy Hummer Gall, helped tremendously.^ She grew
to appreciate the new experiences, “particularly studying the Bible, participating in
retreats, learning about non-violence, and appreciating the simplicity of Brethren life.”*
Following in her mother’s footsteps, Jean was an Elementary Education major with plans
to become a teacher.
*
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In the spring ofMay, 1953, during her sophomore year at Manchester, Jean was
named May Queen, a cherished titled much like that of a Homecoming Queen. This
honor had a bitter sweet effect on Jean, who was still known as the token Negro. On the
one hand, she had the bestowed honor of wearing the coveted crown, but her classmates
still considered her the “exceptional Negro.” Much like other African-Americans with
comparable physical attributes, her light skin and straight hair were immediately noticed
among whites, who perceived such traits as signs of beauty. To the contrary, however,
Jean was made to feel “discomforted” by her tan complexion and straight hair texture
and, further, she found such comments to be insulting.* It troubled her that her white
classmates did not equally embrace the more common traits of African ancestry, such as
darker skin and the tightly curled hair texture which characterized the larger population
of African-Americans.
She was not pleased to he the subject of such superficial adoration, but did,
perhaps, feel honored by being the school’s first lady. Her election as May Queen
denotes the progressive attitudes and capacity for open-mindedness on the part of her
classmates, especially considering that the existing laws and social norms pointed to a
belief that blacks were inferior to whites. Her face, accompanied by articles on her
personal background, graced the pages of various editions of the Oak Leaves, the
Manchester College school newspaper, and she happily participated in the events of the
longstanding May Day” celebratory tradition. For her escort, she chose Andrew Young,
Jr., a Hartford Seminary student from New Orleans, Louisiana. Jean and Andrew met the
previous summer, when he received a summer pastoral assignment in Marion, Alabama,
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and stayed with her parents. The two kept in contact via written communication, and he
drove to Indiana from Hartford, Connecticut, to present her on the special occasion.
During the summer of her junior year, in June of 1953, Jean and Floramae Fisher,
a fellow ManchesterJunior of the same major, received a fellowship from the Brethren
Volunteer Fellowship (BVF) to work with children in refugee camps oversees.® The
young women were sent to Europe in the aftermath of the vast destruction as a result of
World War II, Jean was stationed at a work camp in Linz, Austria, where the remnants of
war still plagued it citizens and reconstruction was underway.®* Fisher, also assigned to a
war-stricken zone, was stationed in Germany. Upon the completion of their work
assignments, both young women toured other parts of Europe prior to returning to the
United States.®^
Deciding that it may be a good idea to tag along, Andrew Young found the time
and resources to join Jean on her trip abroad. He, too, was interested in missionary work.
After all, he was training to become a Christian minister. He was stationed thirty miles
away from Jean, in Reid, in the Austrian Alps, where he helped build a community
center.® At the end of the project, Andrew toured Europe with Jean, who was escorted
by her older sister, Norma. She was living in Berlin at the time for similar efforts of
humanitarianism by working with the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) and
United States Overseas (USO).®^
®
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Courtship and Marriage to Andrew Young, Jr.
The foundation of the life Jean and Andrew would live together was beginning to
take shape. Even as a young, unmarried couple, the two dedicated themselves to the
welfare of their fellow human beings. Their compassion for people, and love and respect
for each other would be a driving force in their future lives. Both wanted to use their
advantages “for the betterment of not just [their] family, but the entire black community .
.. this was the bond that brought [them] together and which kept [them] together, despite
[their] personality differences.”® Their study abroad fellowship ended after six weeks
and the two returned home. During the Christmas holidays upon their return, that same
year, in 1953, Jean and Andrew became engaged to be married.
May 1954 was a pivotal time in the personal history of Jean Childs as well as in
American history. The same month and year she graduated from Manchester College,
having earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Education, the nation was on
the brink of a revolutionary change in race relations and equal rights. The United States
Supreme Court had just issued its ruling in the renown civil rights case. Brown v. Board
ofEducation, Topeka, Kansas. This lawsuit was filed by the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund. A group of black schoolchildren being denied enrollment into the all-white public
schools closest to their homes on the sole account of their blackness was the cause for the
suit. This case was, and remains, of paramount significance for all American citizens.
As a result of the court’s decision, racial segregation in public schools was
deemed unconstitutional and, therefore, illegal. Some fifteen years had lapsed in Atlanta
before whites complied with the desegregation order, and even longer in other resistant
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southern states. Many contend that true desegregation never really occurred due to the
legal “massive resistance” tactics, private school vouchers, and the ultimate exodus of
whites to developing suburbs. However, notwithstanding the crafty endeavors of certain
segregationists, the filing, arguing, and ruling of this lawsuit had preeminent
implications in the United States. In particular, it set the legal precedence for which
racial segregation in all public facilities was outlawed. For the first time in American
history, there was the tangible hope of legal recourse for African-Americans in
overcoming their longstanding battle with racial oppression. Ironically, as America was
embarking on a new course, so too were Jean and Andrew.
In the month that followed the Brown ruling and her college graduation, on the
morning of June 7, 1954, Jean married Andrew Young in her hometown, Marion,
Alabama. The personal and family backgrounds of both Young and her husband were
good indicators that they were destined for social work and community activism.
Marriage complemented their individual aspirations to effect positive change. Up to this
point, Mrs. Young’s life was characterized by a foundation deeply rooted in the Christian
faith, a remarkable family history, and middle-class financial status, which, at the time,
was special in and of itself. Her premarital experiences in the deep South would prepare
her for the journey throughout her womanhood. Despite the messages of inferiority that
mainstream society invoked upon African-Americans, Jean had developed a high self¬
esteem as a child, which she would draw upon through times of difficulty and uncertainty
for both herself and her family. Her childhood in Marion, and young adult college
experience in, Indiana, undoubtedly laid the groundwork for her life as a well-respected
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educator-activist and life partner of a renown Christian minister and advocate for
nonviolent social change.
The Youngs spent their first summer as a married couple, during 1954, in
Thomasville, Georgia, serving the Bethany Congregational Church. They worked well
together, taking on equal responsibilities in organizing a Bible study and recreation
programs suitable for the young people. Mrs. Young participated wholeheartedly, even
to the surprise of the locals, who, for the first time, saw a pastor’s wife playing
basketball.®^ At the end of summer, they left Thomasville and headed for Hartford,
Connecticut, for Andrew to complete his seminary education.
In Hartford, while he was in class working towards his Bachelor ofDivinity
degree, Jean taught elementary school. She sought and acquired work of her own almost
immediately after their arrival, having obtained employment at Arsenal Elementary
School with Hartford Public Schools. Her first teaching position proved to be a
challenge, “with capital letters.”®’ Jean Young recalls the diverse environment and the
unique situations it presented:
Arsenal Elementary was a place where Eastern European immigrants met
urban and recently migrated rural blacks and poor whites. A Polish boy
who spoke no English but painted like Bruegel; an angiy but personable
black boy who carried a grudge from a year ago because other children
accused him falsely in second grade; a strong-willed little black girl who,
rightfully, refused the showers because she was neat as a pin and didn’t
want her hair messed up ... these were the students for whom I cried at
least three times a weeL®®
Her commitment to educational-activism is evident, even in this early phase of her
teaching career, Mr. Young admired her unique way of getting through to children:
^ Ibid., 75.
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I remember with her first teaching job in Hartford, Connecticut, when I
was still in school... and there was this little boy, [Freddie], who had
snatched another little boy out of the chair, and was about to stab him
with some scissors ... and she did [not] play that, so she just pulled the
scissors from him and had him sit to the side. But then, she called the
boys’ parents and told them not to pick him up, that she was gonna
bring him home with her, and she would bring him home at 6 o’clock.
She made him help her correct papers, then while she was cooking
dinner, she sent me out to throw the football with him ... he had
dinner with us, then she took him home. But after that, she did [not]
have any problems with him... and she did [not] have any problems
from anybody else, because the other children were scared of him. She
was very creative in her approach to children and teaching.®^
Just as she intended at the beginning of their relationship, Jean Young created and
maintained her own identity and sense of purpose outside of her marriage. This was not
only an admirable trait, especially considering the paternalistic environment from which
women were evolving, but also important to their marriage. Committing herself to her
own interests and objectives allowed for a healthy sense of self within their relationship.
In addition, this degree of individualism was useful to her development as a community
advocate to the extent that she was able to make her own determination of social issues.
This would come in handy in future years.
The early years, from 1933 until 1954, mark the period during which Jean Childs
Young’s values and strong character were first shaped and continually honed. Consistent
with Billingsley’s findings, the Childs’ family life aligned with their religious beliefs, in
Christianity, education, and community service. In her own words, Jean stated, “my
values came directly from my family and my church and were reinforced at Lincoln
Normal School.”™ The trinity of these morals is evident at every phase of her life.
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Consequently, Jean Young’s experiences during this period define the woman she
became and the contributions she made.
CHAPTER 3
JEAN CHILDS YOUNG - WIFE, MOTHER, TEACHER:
THE QUIET YEARS, 1954-1977
The quiet years involve the middle of Jean Young’s life, marking the beginning of
her journey as an educator-activist While Mrs. Young was primarily concerned with
marriage, motherhood, and teaching during this period, this time became the basis for her
activist yearnings in years to come. Unlike the “avant-garde years,” over the course of
this twenty-three year time frame, like countless other black women, Jean Young was not
an out-front activist and thus, the phrase “quiet years” can be used to summarize this
epoch. Jean Childs Young was well-known as the wife of a nationally recognized civil
rights leader, however, her personal life and commitments reflect a person who was both
intellectually and physically engaged. Mrs. Young made herself indispensable at the
grassroots level, and this period was vital to her development as a noteworthy educator-
activist. A new mother and teacher, she learned first-hand how to reach children in
different and creative ways. As the wife a Christian minister, with whom she shared
deeply-held religious and social beliefs, she learned how to endure and persevere as a
public servant in spite of seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
In parallel fashion, the “quiet years” would serve as the foundation for her future
as a renown advocate for social justice, in the way that “early years” had prepared her for
a partnership with Andrew Young. In fact, their personal and family experiences indicate
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that their premarital circumstances were precursors to the joint activism that
characterized their life as a couple. In light of the very public and historic career of her
husband, and in understanding the importance of this foundational period of their life
together, this is an important consideration in assessing the life and work of Jean Childs
Young.' Her spousal relationship to Reverend Andrew Young, Jr., complemented her
own aspirations to affect positive change. The racial confrontations she encountered as a
black girl in the deep South and the contrasting racial tolerance she encountered at
Manchester College laid the groundwork for her life as a well-respected educator-activist
and wife of a renown Christian minister and advocate for nonviolent social change.
Prior to marriage, Jean Childs’ life was characterized by a foundation deeply
rooted in the Christian faith, a notable family history, and middle-class financial status,
which was special in and of itself. Ironically, Reverend Young’s personal history was
comparable to that of his wife’s. This is, perhaps, the basis of the rock-solid foundation
of their forty-year marriage. Like Mrs. Young. Reverend Young was from the South. He
was bom in New Orleans, Louisiana, on March 12,1932. He, too, had an exceptional
family history. His mother, Daisy Fuller, the youngest of eight children, earned a high
school diploma and a college certificate to teach, making her the only sibling to have
obtained a formal education. Daisy’s father died before his children completed
secondary school, causing the older children to enter the work force to help provide for
the family. Their sacrifices made Daisy’s education possible.^
'
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Race has also played a significant role in Reverend Young’s personal history as
well, though different from the stark white and black tensions that distinguish the
demographics of rural Marion, Alabama. Creoles, or people ofmixed French and
African descent, in New Orleans were known for their light complexion and straight hair.
Reverend Young’s lineage is characterized by many Creoles, of whom chose to live
“passe-blanc,” or to pass for white. Unlike their siblings, however, his mother,
grandmother, and great-grandmother, all chose to live as black women, therefore,
forfeiting the social and economic benefits of white society.^ His grandmother married a
black man of dark complexion, as did his mother, against the advice given to her by her
sisters.'*
Andrew Young, Sr. was a dentist and ran his practice out of the family home, and
Mrs. Daisy Fuller Young managed the family business. Together, they ran a successful
establishment, eventually servicing both black and white patients. Andrew Young was
the older of two children and Jean Young was the youngest of five, but there was a great
deal of compatibility between the two at the outset of their courtship and marriage. Both
were from middle-class black families. Both their fathers were self-employed and
worked to support their families. Both their mothers were teachers and understood the
value of being black and educated. Both were committed to serving their communities.
Above all, Mr. and Mrs. Young were one in their belief in Christianity and knew that
they were accountable for the resources and privilege afforded to them. This is





reputation in the neighborhood for feeding people who came to [her] door hungry.”^
Similarly, Mrs. Young’s mother was known for her frequent visits to neighbors in their
time of need. In fact, both grew up well-versed in the biblical scripture concerning Jesus’
charge to Peter: “From everyone to whom much has been given, much will be required.”^
Their life together was fulfilling and successful because they had complementary callings
and understood that their talents were useful to other people. By the time of their 1954
wedding, the Youngs were fully committed to serving others. Jean Young focused on
education, while Andrew sought social change through nonviolent resistance. With
national changes in race relations well underway, both Youngs would soon have an
eminent platform upon which to carry our their life purposes.
The 1954 ruling in Brown, was an historical catalyst for organized social change.
The same year that Reverend Young completed his divinity education in the North, in
1955, many unprecedented events took place in the South that altered the direction of
race relations in America. Emmett Till, a fourteen-year-old Chicagoan, was gruesomely
murdered in Mississippi while visiting relatives. “The murder of Emmett Till had a
powerful impact on a new generation of blacks. It was this generation, those who were
adolescents when Till was killed, that would soon demand justice and freedom in a way
unknown in America before.”^ Also that year, Rosa Parks, a forty-three year old
seamstress, was arrested in Montgomery, Alabama, for refusing to give up her seat to a
white man, a Jim Crow law enforceable by the state. Her act of civil disobedience was
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This boycott was a major factor in bringing an end to racial segregation on public
transportation. It also gave blacks, and other civil rights activists, the hope and moral
boost they would need to successfully execute an undertaking the magnitude of the Civil
Rights Movement.
Shortly after Reverend Young’s graduation from Hartford Seminary, in January,
1955, the couple returned South to Thomasville, Georgia. This time, instead of heading
a Bible school camp, the ordained minister was assigned to pastor two churches. Bethany
Congregational and Evergreen Congregational were small black churches with a full
range of needs. Two churches meant added responsibility, even for Mrs. Young. In
addition to teaching at the Thomasville Elementary School, she also taught Sunday
School and was a youth mentor. She determined early on not to busy herself with tasks
that were not of her interest, to appease the mere opinions of others. She played ball with
her husband and the children after Sunday services, for example, regardless that others
thought this was out of character for a preacher’s wife.® While in Thomasville, Mrs.
Young gave birth to their first child, Andrea Idelle, on August 3,1955.
Jean Young Juggled her duties well, including mothering and teaching, and
supporting her minister husband along with fulfilling duties to the church. This was
largely possible because she drew upon the help of the community. Their Thomasville
neighborhood was closely-knit, geographically and socially, which made balancing
responsibilities achievable. Jean Young’s home, church and the school at which she
taught were all located on the same block.® Expectedly, the Youngs spent considerable
time amongst the parishioners, and, in essence, were part of an extended family. Local
g
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citizens developed such a love and adoration for the Youngs that they made it their duty
to help rear their new daughter, Andrea, who became known as the “community baby.”'°
Just as Thomasville was close-knit and intertwined, so too were the family and
work lives of Reverend and Mrs. Young. Both understood their individual roles
concerning the bigger picture of the marriage and they did their best to live as equal
partners despite any supposed significance, or salary, of the others job. In fact, while in
Thomasville, Jean earned most of the household income, Andrew did the cooking and
laundry, and they did not allow themselves to become distracted by their reversal of
traditional gender roles." This was an excellent way of thinking and denotes a healthy
sense of security with themselves and one another. It is good that they practiced this
early on because it would certainly not be the last time that humility, understanding and
focus would have a place in their marriage.
Life in Thomasville, Georgia during the turbulent 1950s provided the Youngs
with an accurate depiction of the rate of development in poor black communities. As
they spent time with parishioners, they learned a great deal about their individual and
collective social needs. Among them was exercising their right to vote. Courageously
and ambitiously, in an attempt to ignite a spark of hope among locals, the Youngs
responded to the bitter realities in Thomasville by organizing a voter registration drive.
This was quite a noble cause. The drive surrounded the 1956 U.S. presidential campaign,
the first election since they had turned twenty-one, then the legal voting age. Adlai
Stevenson and President Dwight Eisenhower were the candidates. Historically, only a
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handful of blacks had ever voted in Thomasville, but it was the intention of the Youngs to
turn that around. In fact, participating in a voter registration drive was something
“perfectly natural” for Jean and Andrew. In his autobiography. An Easy Burden: The
Civil Rights Movement and the Transformation ofAmerica, Reverend Young states that
their activity was “consistent with everything we believed in and an integral part of our
concept of an activist ministry, but also the type of thing we thought we should be doing
as young black people with an education.”'^
For the rally, they petitioned the help of the legendary John Wesley Dobbs, an
influential black Republican. Having been a powerful and celebrated orator, he delivered
a masterful speech. “John Wesley Dobbs’ speech was very simple: stick with this blue¬
eyed boy, but watch him. He was a firm believer in integration, but he did [not] believe
that black people could trust their salvation and their security to anybody else, but
themselves.”*^ The registration drive garnered the attention of large numbers of both
blacks and whites, and, unsurprisingly, the Klu Klux Klan made plans to assemble in
Thomasville to intimidate blacks into not voting. Acting in response to a “psychological
trial by fire,” Andrew devised a contingency plan in response to the possibility of the
Klan coming to their home. According to his strategy. Reverend Young would confront
the Klan outside in the front yard, while Jean, who being a country-girl well familiar with
shotguns, would be conspicuously situated inside the house behind an open window and
positioned with a rifle aimed at the identified leader.*'* After listening to his plan,
unmoved, she simply refused, challenging him to “live out his faith” - in both non-
*^
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violence and in the belief that God can do all things. In his moment of irrationality, Jean
was able to see through the situation, refusing to point a gun at another human being, and
allowed Andrew to re-ground himself in a more suitable alternative.'^
To their relief, the Klan was deterred by the white community in Thomasville,
after being informed by the black elders that white businesses would be boycotted if the
Klan were not stopped. Although the voter registration drive carried on without
interruption, the actual number of registrants fell short of their expectations. Their efforts
were nonetheless important, however, having led southwest Georgia, by example, in
striving for a better social reality. Many attended the rally and heard Dobbs call for a
close, but cautious relationship with white America. The Youngs made history in
Thomasville, having organized the first voter registration drive in many years. The event
was a major benefit to the Bethany and Evergreen congregations as well, who, having
seen their young pastor and his wife conceive and carry out such an unselfish endeavor,
were proud and honored.
Once again, the two exemplified dynamic chemistry as they worked together in
their activist ministry. The early years of their marriage were characterized by an equally
balanced partnership, where each relied on the other and sought to achieve inner
fulfillment in helping others. Although their Jobs provided them the luxury of
intertwined livelihoods and a close-knit environment, this soon changed in the years that
followed. After deliberating about leaving the comforts of Thomasville, Georgia, for
work on a broader scale ofChristianity, Andrew accepted a position with the National
Council of Churches headquarters, located in New York. Shortly before leaving Georgia,
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however, Jean gave birth to their second child, Lisa Dru, on July 19, 1957, amidst their
plans to relocate. Although joyous, Lisa’s arrival was somewhat untimely. Housing for
the family had not yet been secured in New York, and Reverend Young was scheduled to
start his new Job right away. As they served the needs of others, they learned very early
the importance and necessity of relying on their faith in assuring that their own needs
were met.
The Youngs decided that Andrew would start work in New York and, until he
found a place for the family to live, Jean and their daughters would stay with his parents
in New Orleans. Shortly thereafter, they reunited when he found suitable housing - first
in a two-room hotel apartment near his office, and later, in Hollis, Queens. Life in the
big city was, to Mrs. Young’s dismay, starkly different from the South, but to her
advantage, a learning experience. Instead of short and peaceful strolls down the street to
carry out her business, she now found herself on two or three subway trains amidst an
indifferent and brisk crowd. Not only was transportation in New York an enormous
change for the Youngs, but the new arrangement of their home environment and living
situation was dramatically different as well.
Where once they would see each other at random and numerous points throughout
the day in Thomasville, in New York, due to Reverend Young’s long hours, they seldom
saw each other and spent less time together. He left for work in the early morning and
returned after dark, leaving his wife at home, isolated. This was a trying period in their
marriage, and the fact that Reverend Young’s job required him to travel almost
immediately after their settlement made matters worse. Perhaps, these years were a
divine testing of their relationship, and even a necessary turn to allow them to, not only
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appreciate one another, but to prepare them for their upcoming journey through civil
rights, educational reform, and life in politics.
Living in New York was a big change, and Jean soon came to realize the myth of
the “liberal North.” On two separate occasions in New York, when finalizing the process
of securing their home mortgage, and when purchasing a much-needed refrigerator, both
Youngs were blind-sided with the discrimination they experienced in the form of
“additional requirements” and a begmdging salesman. Racial prejudice was as alive in
the North as it was in the South, though in the North it was veiled and institutionalized.
Jean Young explained, “When you live in the South, you anticipate the racial
experiences. But we just had [not] anticipated it in the ‘Liberal North’ so that when it
came—mostly the street kinds of stuff with name-calling by children—the wound was
that much deeper.”’^ Neither Marion nor Manchester, apparently, prepared Mrs. Young
for such experiences beyond the South. Whether or not anticipated, race relations were
taking a turn, especially in the South.
While Reverend Young was busy with his work as an executive of the National
Council of Churches, Mrs. Young stayed occupied as well. Coincidentally, her oldest
sister, Norma Childs DePaur, also lived in New York, near Central Park. Both sisters
were married, had a toddler and a small baby. Jean made daily commutes, laboriously
taking two trains, to spend time in Central Park with her eldest sister, who as a toddler,
she called “Mom.”*’ Norma also looked forward to their time together in New York;
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The park gave us a lot of things: the kids could run around and play, and
for us, it gave us an opportunity to be relaxed, to walk, and to be
surrounded with what we had [grown] up with, the trees, the flowers, the
birds, just the beauty of it. These are things we appreciated so very
much. We talked about life. We were remembering. We were looking
to the future, and I’m sure she was getting a sense of the city, how [to]
bring up children in the city ... this is something we had to leam.^*
With two small children, no familiar support system and a preoccupied husband, Mrs.
Young likely felt isolated and alone; however, she continued to provide a stable home
environment for the children and was supportive of Reverend Young’s work with the
United Church of Christ headquarters.
In the Fall of 1960, three major events occurred. Their oldest daughter started
kindergarten. Jean became pregnant with their third child, and she set out to further her
education. With the intention of continuing her teaching career in New York, Jean
enrolled in a Master’s degree program at Queens College. Despite being a married
woman, Mrs. Young had to carry much of this load in the absence of her husband, who
usually had a grueling work schedule. Coping with multiple responsibilities without his
daily support is something to which she would grow accustomed. This is particularly the
case during the upcoming period when Reverend Young dedicated himself to work on the
front lines of the Civil Rights Movement as a key organizer. One can only imagine the
difficulty she experienced while simultaneously dealing with the demands of three major
feats. Being a full-time mother, a full-time graduate student, and pregnant, proved to be
very strenuous in and of themselves. For any woman to successfully manage all three is




were meaningful nonetheless, and pivotal to her development into a quick-witted and
intelligent woman.
By 1961, Jean Young finished the degree requirements for the Master’s program,
including the completion of a thesis. In May, she graduated from Queens College with a
Master of Arts degree in Education. Two weeks later, on June 6,1961, she gave birth to
her third daughter, Paula Jean. Although the responsibilities of newborn parenting forced
Mrs. Young to put her career on hold, she devised another avenue to serve children. In
her pragmatic custom, Jean Young attracted the children of their culturally diverse
neighborhood by creating a learning/recreational center of sorts, making the Young
residence the “most fun place [for children] to play.”‘®
Post-Brown and the Catalyst to Return South
While the Youngs were still adjusting to their new environment, race relations in
America were undergoing a drastic change, yet again. In fact, the Civil Rights
Movement climaxed as events taking place across the South signaled transformations.
By 1960, six years had passed since the Brown decision, but despite the fuel it provided
for collective civil rights activism, more work was needed. Frustrated by the slow rate of
equal conditions, a young group of student activists began to take a more assertive
approach as they challenged the antiquated caste system that deprived them of their full
U.S. citizenship rights. An historic phenomenal setting civil rights on a new path was
unleashed. Black students, with zeal and fresh energy, devised a plot that soon became
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the leading tactic to gamer public attention to race relations in the South. Non-violent
civil disobedience had a new name: the sit-in.
On February 1, 1%0, four African-American college freshmen, enrolled at North
Carolina A & T State University in Greensboro, North Carolina, engaged in an illegal act
of civil disobedience. By simply seating themselves at the downtown Woolworth’s
“whites-only” lunch counter, they ushered in the student-organized phase of the Civil
Rights Movement. The students’ arrests sparked national attention and other students
quickly followed suit, engaging in similar demonstrations of non-violent civil
disobedience. Paddy wagons and county jails often filled to capacity with non-violent
protestors, black and white, and the media captured the usually violent responses of local,
all-white, authorities. Prior to this demonstration, sit-ins had taken place in Chicago,
Illinois, Baltimore, Maryland, and many other American cities between 1943 and 1960.
However, unlike the others, the 1%0 Greensboro, North Carolina, sit-in gained
momentum with the collective activity of the southern Civil Rights Movement and
garnered the full attention of the nation. The organization of these demonstrations led to
the founding of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in April of
1960.
As a result of the Greensboro sit-in, the established black leadership was forced to
revise its legal, and moderately paced, strategy for racial Justice. With the pressures of
domestic and international audiences, the local and federal governments were forced to
address the problem of race in America. Collective and organized strategies of
resistance ensued. Other lawsuits similar in nature to Brown, the boycotting of white
businesses, as well as individual and isolated incidents arose and characterized the civic
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activism that took place on behalf of equal rights. Though small in appearance, the
Woolworth lunch counter event was magnificent in nature. Historically, it is the moment
at which the American Civil Rights Movement metamorphosed into a forceful, yet non¬
violent, era of massive civil disobedience.
From the Greensboro sit-in, another, more organized and comprehensive event
occurred in Nashville, Tennessee. Although this was not the first such demonstration in
Nashville, this effort was altogether different. To begin, it had the support of the larger
movement, and secondly, it was nationally televised. From their New York living room,
Jean and Andrew Young watched the student demonstrators in awe and with pride. As
southern natives, they were anxious to experience racial equality. Mrs. Young was
impressed and inspired by the work of the young men and women she saw fighting on the
front lines of the civil rights battle on television. Still committed to serving blacks, she
felt she had a contribution to make and that they were missing from the movement.
Reverend Young can still recall the precise moment that he and Mrs. Young decided to
join the movement:
When the television program ended, Jean and I knew that it was time to
return home, to the South. It really did [not] require any discussion. We
had vowed when we left the little church in Thomasville, Georgia, that we
would be in New York for only a few years. We were committed to living
and working in the South, and we realized that the moment had come.^
For Mrs. Young, their relocation to Atlanta was a great decision. Not only would
she be reunited with the comfort and familiarities of down-home black folk, it also meant
that she could contribute to the movement. At a previous point in her life, in 1954, she
experienced a life-altering change when she graduated from Manchester College and
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married her friend. As the cycle of life is characterized by change and evolution, so too
was Mrs. Young’s leaving New York, which meant embarking upon new experiences and
service to blacks in Atlanta. Mrs. Young remembered why it was so important for them
to move back South. She stated, “The civil rights days were probably the most exciting
in our lifetime. We had come back [to the South] because we felt we were needed. The
goals were clearly defined; we knew the challenge; we knew the barriers that had to be
tackled; we also knew the problems we could encounter for taking part.”^'
Atlanta, Geoi^ia: The ‘‘Black Mecca”
By 1961, when the Youngs returned South, Atlanta was a thriving city for the
black middle-class. Atlanta was considered the capital of the African-American South,
and was at the forefront of the Civil Rights Movement. The large city was a Mecca for
enlightened black minds, as well as those possessing professional skills to establish
middle-class lifestyles. More importantly however, the cadre of blacks in Atlanta was a
political force with which to be reckoned. During the 1950s, black bloc voting became a
source of white fear and concern.^ No longer disenfranchised as in earlier periods, by
the 1960s, white attitudes toward African-Americans were altogether different.
According to former Atlanta MayorWilliam Hartsfield, both of whose mayoral victories
were on account of the support of his black constituency, “Every candidate wants the
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Negro vote. If he gets it, then it’s a civic triumph. If the Negro goes to the other fellow,
it’s diabolical Negro bloc voting.”^
At various times, black male notables such as W.E.B. DuBois, John Wesley
Dobbs, Alonzo Herndon, John Hope, Jesse Hill, Martin Luther King, Jr., Maynard
Jackson, Andrew Young, Julian Bond, and Whitney Young provided leadership to blacks
and simultaneously agitated the status quo. At the same time, less-known, black female,
contributors as Carrie Logan Steele (founder of the Carrie Steele Orphan Home), Geneva
Haugabrooks (owner of the well-known Haugabrooks funeral home on Auburn Avenue),
Emmeline Scott (of the Atlanta Daily World), Jennie C. Williams and Alberta Williams
King (the grandmother and mother ofMartin Luther King, respectively), Ella Baker (key
organizer of the Atlanta-based Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee), Amelia
Platts Boynton Robinson (civil rights organizer and activist), Marie Foster (civil rights
activist known by some as “the mother of the voting rights movement”), Ella Martin
Ramsey (political activist who sought a seat in the Georgia State Legislature), Lugenia
Bums Hope (founder of the Neighborhood Union), Xernona Clayton (civil rights
organizer and activist), and Ira Jarrell (educator-activist within the Atlanta Public School
system,) also contributed to the renown shaping of “Black Atlanta.” Historian Ronald
Baylor states the following about the extent of dynamic activism and leadership in the
black community:
This was a vocal and active group; its members pushed, prodded,
negotiated, and resisted in order to secure their own goals and have a voice
in city affairs. It was also a group that created its own businesses;
supported its churches, lodges, colleges, and civil rights organizations;
developed a vibrant life outside of and largely unknown to the white
community. Although there were disagreements within the black
23 Ibid.
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community—as in the 1960s, over the pace of desegregation—the
leadership element generally worked closely together.^
Race in Atlanta was a major factor in how the city was shaped, and more
important, the solidarity among blacks. Unlike other major cities in the South, Atlanta
appeared to be racially progressive to onlookers, but blacks knew differently. For many
years, long before the 1960s, African-Americans demonstrated a remarkable degree of
resistance in terms of educational primacy, economic growth, and social progress amid
racism. Blacks, and in some cases with helpful whites, built themselves up into a
politically empowered, economically independent, and socially elite people. This
transition first began to take form when, nearly twenty-five years after the Civil War, the
nation’s premier center for Negro higher education was established. The Atlanta
University Center (AUC), comprised of three colleges, a university and a theological
seminary, cultivated black intellectualism and subsequently created a talented and
powerful young black leadership. Remarkably, the AUC continues to thrive as the only
institution of its kind, and attracts students from all walks of life from throughout the
world.
For more than a century, Atlanta’s blacks had been relatively self-contained, yet
quietly laying the foundation for their own economic, political and social emergence.^
By the 1960s, the “ city too busy to hate” had fully emerged as the “Black Mecca,” or
the best place for blacks in America. The idea had been tested, tried, and true - skilled
blacks could make it in Atlanta. Understandably, it was befitting for the Youngs to
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best illustrates this phenomenon. During the 1920s and 1930s, Auburn Avenue
developed into a center of black affluence, and was first known as “Black Peachtree.”^
With over one hundred black-owned businesses, ranging from The Citizens Trust Bank,
Mutual Federal Savings and Loan, Atlanta Life Insurance Company, Ma Sutton’s soul
food restaurant, the Royal Peacock lounge and the Top Hat Club, where greats such as
Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Duke Ellington performed. Auburn Avenue was the source
of great pride among blacks throughout the South. John Wesley Dobbs, Auburn’s
honorary mayor, dubbed the mile and a half stretch of commerce, “Sweet Auburn”
because money made the avenue sweet.^ While it was true that blacks had a better
chance at success in Atlanta, there was a broader reality, that applied to millions of other
blacks. Julian Bond, an activist Morehouse College student who helped found the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the grandson of noteworthy
historian Horace Mann Bond, pointed out that unless blacks were middle-class or college
educated, “[Atlanta]... is just like Birmingham, Jackson, or any other place” -
reminiscent of slavery and unsympathetic to the plight of black Americans.^
Since both Jean and Andrew Young were activists and public servants, being
among other conscientious blacks was very relevant to the roles they would play in the
movement. Atlanta was ideal. Politically, it was bountiful. Economically, it was
thriving. Progressively, it served as headquarters to the Civil Rights Movement. The
realization that poor blacks were among the most vulnerable citizens in the South was the
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impetus for the contributions that the activist couple would make in Atlanta. Initially,
Reverend Young dedicated his talents to educating rural blacks on becoming voting
citizens. Running the Southern Christian Leadership Conference’s (SCLC) citizenship
schools, as they were called, proved to be very rewarding, because teaching uneducated
black adults to read was not only good for them, individually, but good for African-
Americans collectively. A literate black class could be a political black class, which was
the intended purpose of the schools. Meanwhile, Mrs. Young continued to commit
herself to the church and children. Shortly after they moved to Atlanta, the Youngs
joined the First Congregational Church, where she immediately became an active
member, befriending other women of the church. Through one of her church
associations, she decided to apply for a Job with Atlanta Public School (APS), and so
began her ten-year teaching tenure in the Black Mecca.
In 1962, Jean Young received her first teaching position with APS, and was
assigned to Whitefoord Elementary in East Atlanta. She began the 1963-64 school year
teaching first, second and third grades. Public education in Atlanta during the early
1960s was critical. Considering that the city still practiced racial segregation in all things
public and most things private, Jim Crow laws, with the support of local and state
government, put a particular strain on public schools. The black establishment, fully
equipped with the 1954 Supreme Court ruling of Brown v. Board ofEducation was at full
throttle and determined to capitalize on the legal precedence, which made segregation in
public schools illegal. The year prior to the start of Jean’s tenure with the Atlanta Public
Schools, in 1962, local black Atlantans filed the historic lawsuit, Calhoun v. Latimer.
The Legal Defense Fund, a subsidiary of the NAACP, assisted with the litigation. The
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lawsuit took fifteen years to settle, and, ironically, the case was ended the same year that
Jean’s employment with the APS officially terminated, in 1973.
Mrs. Young’s assignment to Whitefoord had important historical implications as
well as special meaning for the contribution she sought to make in the movement for civil
rights. When she began teaching there,Whitefoord was in its second year of
“integration.” During this phase, desegregation simply meant that black students enrolled
in previously all-white schools, while white students simultaneously transferred
out—either to other all-white public schools, the suburbs, or to all-white private schools
with state-allocated tuition vouchers. According to Samuel Bacote, a family friend who
was also an APS educator among the first blacks to teach at Whitefoord, “in June, the
children and staff went home white, and in August, they came back black.”^
Due to the material limitations placed upon them, almost every teacher had to
devise ways to meet the children’s educational needs. Bacote remembers one such
endeavor in which teachers banded together:
We were very creative in those days ... and we did [not] have the
resources .... We established something called Team Teaching,
which was ridiculous. We had sixty or more children in the
auditorium, [a] one-room auditorium, and three teachers in that
auditorium to serve those sixty or more children. And the idea, which
on paper look[ed] interesting, [was] that one teacher would have
maybe two subjects, English or language and social studies, another
would have science and math, and the other teacher would have P.E.
and music. During the course of that one teacher teaching all sixty
children, the other teachers would Just circulate, keeping order.^
Mrs. Young arrived at Whitefoord in the second year of integration. According
to Bacote, “Whitefoord was a school that was extremely overcrowded when she came.
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We had the school that existed there and we had three satellite places where children
went to school: there were two churches across the street and one church a quarter of a
mile up the street because we were so overcrowded.”^' With many skilled black teachers
being transferred to white schools, her presence atWhitefoord was crucial. Well aware
of the circumstances in the courts and their implications in schools, Mrs. Young’s way of
resisting segregation was teaching young black children to read, write, and ultimately, to
prepare them to become capable and useful citizens. During the early 1960s in Atlanta,
this meant doing what she could to equip black children to succeed as adults in a world
where they were disproportionately disadvantaged.
As Bacote recalls, Mrs. Young was remarkable and very lady-like. As a teacher,
she was creative and extremely resourceful, especially given the limitations under which
she was expected to teach. Mrs. Young, however, in her pragmatic and imaginative
custom, created a diversion from the meager physical conditions of the small class space.
Bacote explains:
Jean occupied a room in the basement, which was not at all a
classroom ... much smaller than what a classroom should be. It
was probably an art room, or a small music room [previously]...
but when we came with our numbers, it was a classroom. And she
[used this] small room efficiently. She made it a chamber of
learning, invested with her own money, and made it a learning
environment. She had mobiles hanging from the ceiling ... [and]
all kinds of visual aids ... the walls were covered ... she had things
on the floor... it was a lot. When you walked into her room, you
had to be careful, because if you were [not], you [would] bump into
a child or you would bump into a display. She changed her room







Inside her classroom was the first time some teachers had seen or heard of such a thing as
a mobile—including Bacote, who had been teaching since 1958.^^
Although she was a capable and effective teacher, Mrs. Young did experience
some difficulty while at Whitefoord. In particular, she had an uncertain relationship with
Bill Stanley, the school principal. Stanley was a “superb principal with the APS system.
He thought well of his staff, and chose Jean to be a part of it.”^ According to Bacote,
Stanley was a “man of the system,” being very procedural in his administration of the
elementary school. He was also highly selective with the hiring of his faculty. This said
a lot about both Stanley and Young, who became known for questioning his authority.
Bacote recalls:
Mr. Stanley thought a great deal of his new teacher [Mrs. Young],
although the two would often disagree about effective teaching. Him
being a man of procedure, used to doing things by the book, and she, a
woman of such creativity, their different approaches sometimes
collided. He had to be re-educated, in a sense, re-leam some things.
He had to see the light [Mrs. Young], which shone veiy brightly.
One matter about which he was not so flexible, however, was Young’s excessive
lateness to work. According to Bacote, “her problem was obvious: with three girls and a
husband always on the road, she could [not] get to work on time - for understandable
reasons, but still unacceptable ... and the principal was unreceptive.”^ During that time,
teachers had to physically sign in when they reported for work. Sometimes she would be
so late that by the time she arrived, the principal had removed the book and she would










to visit the principal’s office.^’ Despite her problematic lateness. Young’s priorities were
clearly in order: her children first, others second. Each morning before assuming her
duty as a primary teacher, she ensured that her own children were thoroughly prepared
for their day, having cooked them breakfast, driven them to their bus stops, and tackled
whatever unforeseen issues the morning hustle had presented.^ She undoubtedly bore a
heavy proportion of responsibility.
While Mrs. Young was in the classroom. Reverend Young was in the
“movement.” Organizing demonstrators and marches and traveling throughout the South
in the name of equality and civil rights, he had his work cut out for him, as he was
“saving the world.” In 1964, when Reverend Young became the Executive Director for
the SCLC, he was catapulted into the forefront of the Civil Rights Movement, working
directly alongside the social nonviolent champion. Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. By
1964, both Youngs knew that they had been prepared for such a time as this. Not only
were they experiencing a more profound sense of purpose in Atlanta than what they had
previously in New York, and even in Thomasville, Georgia, but the social climate had
heated to such a point that obligated them to forge ahead by doing more than what they
ever had before.
Jean Young’s principle role during the movement was teaching young black
children, although she, too, worked beyond the classroom and on the front lines, often
marching and rallying in the line of fire, like many other women. In her own words,




Bo Young of New York, interview with the author, video recorded, Atlanta, Georgia, 18 March
2006.
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breakthrough with a child in terms of teaching that child to read, I was making a
tremendous contribution. By the same token, I did [not] want to be left out of the real
activity.”^® She always committed herself beyond her primary duties and ventured out to
make a difference wherever possible. Just before Reverend Young’s executive position
with the SCLC, during the period of the citizenship schools, she created phonics books
for her elementary students, which made learning to read comfortable and rewarding.
Seeing a similar need in the citizenship schools, she also made these learning aids
available for her husband’s adult learners. Reverend Young states:
She developed a curriculum, and actually wrote and printed the
textbooks. We started out with the assumption that everyone could read .
.. if you showed people a Coca-Cola sign, they [would] know what it
said, and if you showed them a stop sign, they [would] know what it said
... She took about fifty signs that people would see all the time... like
Coca-Cola, like the stop sign, or of the bank... CNS Bank was the bank
in Georgia then. From those signs, they [could] break down those
words, phonetically. She took a lot of art classes at Manchester, so she
did all of the artwork in those books as well."”
In 1965, Jean Young, along with two of her children, ten-year-old Andrea and
eight-year-old Lisa, participated in the march from Selma to Montgomery. This was a
big moment for her because it symbolized the entire civil rights journey. Marching
behind Ralph Bunche, listening to the dynamic speakers, and the joy brought on by such
meaningful solidarity generated a new hope that the South could change."' Although this
was not the only demonstration in which she participated, this was by far her favorite.
From the time of the enthusiastic gathering at Brown’s Chapel in Selma, to the arrival at
39
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the State Capital in Montgomery, this experience had lasting and rewarding effects on
Jean Young, the social activist.
Throughout the entire movement, Mrs. Young was active. More than anything,
she sheltered civil rights workers needing a place to stay while in Atlanta, hosted
meetings and similar gatherings, and provided a comfortable environment for her fellow
activists. The Youngs’ eldest daughter, Andrea, remembers what it was like growing up
in an activist home:
During my childhood in Atlanta in the midst of the civil rights
movement, the door to our home was always open. Another place at
the table could always be set for the many activists who made the
movement possible: everyone from itinerant students to Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., himself were welcomed guests in our home ... The
conversation was dynamic and passionate... These men and women
involved with the civil rights movement vibrated with hope and a
belief that they could accomplish a transformation of society. It was
exciting to watch Southern Christian Leadership Conference staff
member Dorothy Cotton’s eye flash as she described a voter education
workshop, and to hear the thrill of her laughter.'*^
Their second daughter, Lisa, has similar memories:
During the Civil Rights Movement, there was always someone living with
us. There were [also) meetings and parties in our home. Because the
meetings were in our home, my mother was able to be a committed
activist. I always wondered how she did so much, but as I got older, I see
that she never really had to leave us because the community was always
coming to us ... and we were never excluded from the activities.'*^
By opening her home, Mrs. Young allowed herself to be connected to the movement
without ever neglecting her family responsibilities. In this regard, she not only made
Reverend Young’s work possible, but it also allowed her children to develop a keen sense
of activism through witnessing and participating when and where possible.
Andrea Young, Life Lessons, 99-100.
Lisa Alston Young of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by the author, video recording, Atlanta,
Georgia, 11 April 2006.
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The following year, in 1966, she was transferred from Whitefoord to Cook
Elementary. By this time, Mrs. Young was known for being capable, dedicated,
resourceful, and for her keen problem-solving skills. It is unsurprising that with the
transfer, her duties increased. That same year she began teaching at Cook, Mrs. Young
became a Lead Teacher with the National Teacher Corps. This said a great deal about
her talent and skills as a educator. The Teacher Corps was “a cadre of college-trained
teachers designing curriculum and working with pre-school teachers of ghetto children.”^
This program was such that primary teachers would go to the college campuses to train
and recruit university-level students to become effective teachers. Selected as one of its
original members, Jean Young caught the attention of her administrators, who obviously
believed she was strong enough, both in teaching and in her ideas, to anchor this
revolutionary program. Association with this project was beneficial to Mrs. Young as
well as to the program.
Over the course of the next few years, her duties transcended beyond teaching
inside of the classroom. As she grew into a seasoned and experienced teacher, so too did
the systems’ need for her. In 1968, Mrs. Young participated in the Central Cities
Program as Coordinator of Elementary and Preschool Education. In 1970, while teaching
at Thomasville Heights School, she became the Elementary Education Coordinator and
Resource Teacher for Area Five. These positions to which she was appointed required an
extreme degree of planning and execution, and like the Teacher Corps, a high level of
insight into the actual needs of the students, so as to affect them in the best possible way.
The Atlanta Constitution, 21 October 1970. Jean Young Collection, Archives, Auburn Avenue
Research Library on African-American Culture and History, Atianta, Georgia.
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The Central City Project, which marked the beginning ofMrs. Young’s three-year
accelerated promotion period, called for a broad summer workshop with special trust in
particular areas and levels of instruction. The workshops varied for elementary and
secondary levels, and plans were developed to include the following areas: technical
science, oceanography, humanities, communications, and the sciences. The purpose of
the workshops was to develop relevant and viable interests in those areas.'^^ Jean Young
was the coordinator of Elementary and Preschool Education on this project. Working
alongside other designated teachers from Slaton, Cook, Capital Avenue and Johnson
Elementary Schools, and Smith High School, Mrs. Young helped to spearhead the
workshops, which were a vital component to the program.'"^ Part of this endeavor
included working closely with doctoral program consultants, including Drs. Robert
Aaron, University of Georgia, Eugene Lee and Boyd McCandless of Emory University,
and Everett Keach of Georgia State University. These scholars, specializing in particular
areas of the designated workshops, were brought in to advise and oversee the
implementation of the unique and groundbreaking program.'*’
Perhaps due to the very involved work required on the Central Cities project, and
the efficient manner in which she executed this task, Mrs. Young attracted the attention
of school administrators. The following year, in 1969, she was promoted, yet again, to
another special assignment. This time Young served as a Lead Teacher with the National
Teacher Corps and the Area Five Coordinator and Resource Teacher. During these
years, APS were divided into five areas. Part of the reason for this designation was to
'*^
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facilitate the administration of the schools. Undoubtedly, both new positions were a
major responsibility for Mrs. Young, although she may not have held them
simultaneously. Foremost, Area Five consisted of thirty-three schools: twenty-four
elementary; one middle; four high; and one special elementary.'* As an Area
Coordinator, she helped and advised teachers with their respective class curricula and
functioned as the liaison between schools and the Area Superintendent. Mrs. Young’s
Coordinator and Resource Teacher duties were comparable, though the former consisted
of more administrative duties and the latter involved hands-on work in the classroom.'*’
Both positions, however, required that she engage in very involved working relationships
with numerous teachers, principals, and faculty, from different school campuses.
Carrying out this work with efficacy and passion is noteworthy in and of itself. The fact
that she never neglected her primary duties as an attentive mother and supportive wife,
and remained an active participant in the Civil Rights Movement, however, is exemplary
and laudable.
Reverend Young, having been closely associated with the Civil Rights
Movement, knew first-hand that politics assumed a powerful role in the struggle for
social justice. Like thousands of other blacks, he also experienced great disappointment
when elected officials did not advocate on behalf ofAfrican-Americans. Consequently,
he set out to run for public office. In 1970, Reverend Young ran for the United States
Congress. Although he did not win the race, in the resilient spirit of the remarkable
African-Americans before and around him, he ran a second time, in 1972. Their victory
“*
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had monumental historical implications. His election meant that he was the first African-
American United States Congressional Representative from Georgia since
Reconstruction.* This time, with the help of his wife, he achieved victory. In reflecting
on the successful campaign. Congressman Young fully credits his wife for her profound
impact:
In the first campaign, Jean was very supportive and filled the traditional
role of a candidate’s wife. We had not been accustomed to working
together and she did not want to be seen as meddling in my campaign.
This time I encouraged Jean to give us the full benefit of her knowledge
of the issues and Atlanta. Jean brought all of her resources to the table,
participated as a strategist, and organized a network of women. They
drew on networks of teachers, churchwomen, social clubs... and
independent businesswomen... One of the revelations of that
campaign was the blossoming of the shy, country girl I had taken out of
Marion, Alabama, fifteen years before. Her work with the Atlanta
public schools and the First Congregational Church, as well as her civil
rights involvement, had taken Jean into sections of Atlanta that I had
[not] known existed. She knew people and, more important, there was
scarcely anyone—students, teachers, administrators, community
activists—who knew Jean who was [not] fond of her.... After nearly
a decade of Jean and me living on parallel tracks, our lives were more
intertwined than at any time since those honeymoon years in
Thomasville.^'
Jean Young’s indispensable role in her husband’s political campaign proved to be a key
factor, which ultimately contributed to his election. Her network of relationships became
a powerful tool for mobilizing the unfinished agenda of the Civil Rights Era. As with all
of her husband’s endeavors, Mrs. Young was not only instrumental in Congressman
Young’s campaign, but pivotal to the development to his political ideology and agenda as
well.
*
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While Reverend Young settled into his new career as a congressman, Jean Young
stayed committed to teaching. By this time, she was at Thomasville Heights Elementary.
Later in the year, Jean became pregnant with their fourth child and, just before the baby
was due, she took a maternity leave from APS, in late 1972. At the age of thirty-nine, on
February 15,1973, Jean Young gave birth one last time. She considered naming her only
son Jefferson Franklin, in memoriam of the man in whose path her husband followed.^^
Though she liked the idea, she did not like the name. Instead, she named her son Andrew
Jackson Young III, in honor of his own fraternal lineage. Nicknamed Bo, her son, and
the cherished relationship they shared, would add a new and rewarding dynamic to her
life. While Bo was still a busy toddler, Mrs. Young began working on another major
project, this time in higher education. In 1974, she helped to found Atlanta Junior
College, where she served in multiple capacities once the institution was established.^
Jean Young was among a select group of founding administrators who were
called upon to serve on the steering committee for the college’s establishment.^ As the
city’s first and only college of its kind, many educational opportunities were made
available to inner-city residents, to whom a college education would otherwise have been
inaccessible. The college, later renamed Atlanta Metropolitan College, continues to
thrive. The college is among the many existing legacies of her memory for which her life
as an educator-activist should be acknowledged and celebrated. Working beyond her
administrative strengths, later, when the school opened, Mrs. Young became part of the
52 Un-cited newspaper clipping. Jean Young Collection, Archives, Auburn Avenue Research
Library on African-American Culture and History, Atlanta, Georgia. See also Note 50.
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faculty. She held dual responsibilities as a Public Affairs Officer and Instructor of
Reading. This same year. Congressman Young successfully ran for a second
congressional term.
After half of a semester of teaching at Atlanta Junior College, Mrs. Young
became discouraged and decided to relinquish her duty of instructing adult students. Up
to this point, she had always enjoyed teaching; however, due to a lack of student
motivation, she decided not to pursue teaching at that level.^^ Despite the fact that she
was not best suited to teach in this particular environment, she made a valuable
contribution to these students, nonetheless. It was after Jean contributed to the
establishment and administration of the college when she learned that teaching college
was not her strength. Accustomed to energetic and enthusiastic young learners, arguably,
Mrs. Young may have been ill-prepared for the very different task of teaching young
adults. Undoubtedly, however, Mrs. Young had a special passion for Atlanta Junior
College—a jewel that Mrs. Young helped to create.* From this point forward, her career
in education was varied and she often received compensatory honorariums for lecturing
away from the city.
During the twenty-three years that encompass the “quiet” period of her life, Jean
Childs Young was a busy worker at the grassroots level. She was not voiceless because
her work spoke for her. It verbalized her resistance to injustice. Mrs. Young positioned
herself to contribute in areas she believed to be the core of social issues. Such efforts
included improving public education through the quality of teachers and helping to create
*
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a better life for American citizens, blacks in particular, by fighting for civil rights. The
work she carried out during this period was significant and proved to be a precursor to the
next phase of her life.
CHAPTER4
JEAN CHILDS YOUNG - EDUCATOR-ACTIVIST:
THE AVANT-GARDE YEARS, 1977-1994
The final tAvo decades of Jean Young’s life are suitably titled, the “avant-garde”
years. By the time Mrs. Young reached age forty-four, she was a forward-thinking
educator, a master problem-solver, quick-witted, and extremely resourceful. The term
“avant-garde” can mean experimental, unconventional, and artistically innovative; this is
an accurate depiction of Jean Childs Young during the final seventeen years of her life.
By 1977, Mrs. Young had accumulated the necessary expertise to qualify her as a
remarkable educator and willing activist. Over the course of these years, she effectively
blended her skills, experiences, and resources and she flourished into a seasoned
educator-activist. Her “quiet years” were well behind her. From 1977 until 1994, Jean
Young was, indeed, an out-front educator-activist who demonstrated capability and
exceptionality. She was so vigorous in her pursuit of equal opportunity that she
conceived innovative educational programs that are still in existence to this day. She had
always marched to the beat of her own drum, and never lived in the shadow of her
renown husband. By this time, however, Jean Young’s drumbeat had developed into
such a recognizable rhythm that resounded with zeal, determination and flair.
Jean Young’s unconventional wisdom was so prominent that it garnered national
attention and she expanded the breadth of her advocacy to include international causes.
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After Congressman Young was re-elected for a third, and final term, in 1976, President
Jimmy Carter appointed him to serve as the United States Ambassador to the United
Nations. The year following his appointment, in 1978, President Carter selected Jean
Young to chair the National Commission on the International Year of the Child. This
came at a good period in her life. Although she enjoyed her role as the wife of an
ambassador, she felt somewhat idle and “almost jumped” at the opportunity to chair the
federal committee.* She accepted President Carter’s proposal for very personal reasons:
As a mother, an educator, and a private citizen with strong ties to the
civil rights movement, I agreed to take on the responsibilities of that
challenging and exciting role knowing that love and concern for the
well-being of children cut across virtually every barrier in our
complex society. It is a strong bond that fuses many divergent
factions. And for most Americans, if our expectations, dreams and
hopes for our young people fall short of what we are able to
accomplish, it is not because we have not made a supreme and
determined effort.^
United Nations International Year Of The Child
The International Year of the Child (lYC) was created by the United Nations with
multi-faceted intentions. Observed in 1979, the purpose was to “focus on the needs and
opportunities of children from every economic background, from all social levels, from
all religious persuasions and from every ethnic and racial group.One hundred fifty-
four countries joined together and each was responsible for establishing a commission to
*
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address the unique problems facing children/ Since the needs of young people vary from
nation to nation, each had the duty of identifying its own problems. The communal
commitment, however, was simply to affirm children.^ The lYC concept came into being
because of one man’s vision - Ken Morman, a Belgium priest. He, along with others,
was able to persuade the United Nations to take a year to assess the needs of children in
the world, and begin addressingthm.*
The United States National Commission was established under Executive Order
No. 12053 in accordance with the United Nations General Assembly resolution of
December 21, 1976, which outlined that the International Year of the Child would be
observed in the following two years. Though multi-faceted, the basic function of the U.S.
Commission was to foster a better understanding of the special needs of children, with
particular attention to their health, education, social development, physical and emotional
development, and legal rights.’ As detailed in President Carter’s Executive Order, the
official group would be composed of no more than twenty-five people, and would be
responsible for the following: stimulating activities and programs; conducting research,
assembling and disseminating information; and making recommendations to the
President on national policies for improving the well-being of children.®
“Statement ofMrs. Jean Childs Young, Chairperson, U.S. National Commission of the
International Year of the Child Before the Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Labor-Health,
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The Commission was not expected to work alone. With commitments from the
public and private sectors, success was assured. Among the twenty-four Presidential
appointees serving were renown experts on child advocacy programs, including Dr.
Marian Wright Edelman, Dr. Robert Green, and Mayor Unita Blackwell.® Additionally,
the federal government demonstrated its participation by, in addition to appropriations,
committing two members of the House of Representatives and two members of the
Senate. Accountability, leadership and communication skills were qualities that were
obviously required of the person responsible for presiding over the official committee.
“President Carter always liked Jean [Young], and always saw her as the strength in
[Reverend Young’s] life [knowing] how strong Rosalyn was in his life.”’” Well aware of
her civil rights, teaching and youth advocacy background. President Carter appointing
Mrs. Young to chair the U.S. National Commission was likely and well suitable.
Mrs. Young assumed the position in June 1978, during an extremely critical time
in the nation’s history: ten to sixty-six million children in the U.S. had no regular or
adequate medical care; the suicide rate had tripled over the previous twenty years;
seventeen million children lived below the poverty line; 13% of seventeen year-olds were
functionally illiterate; child abuse was over the million mark, and “on and on in terms of
some of the basic needs, as well as the emotional and psychological needs of children...
[were] not being met.”" Although the task she faced was, perhaps, the biggest and most
challenging up to that point in her life, Jean Young did not falter. She worked with
®
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diligence, determination, patience, passion, and insight as she had in the classroom and
on every previous project.
After all, Mrs. Young’s whole life had prepared her for such a duty as this. Not
only was Jean a first-hand witness to her mother’s life and the way it was spent in civic
duty to children, but she, too, was genuinely dedicated to securing hopeful futures for
young people. “Many of the problems she saw among her students as a teacher, she
[worked] to correct during the Year of the Child.”‘^ The complex goals of the
commission were another reason that Mrs. Young was a perfect candidate for the head
position on the commission. With her pre-existing coordinating and strategizing skills,
Jean was able to hone them during Reverend Young’s congressional races, and by 1978,
she was an expert leader, facilitator, and problem-solver. These abilities were invaluable
in carrying out the duties for which the commission was responsible.
This experience was, perhaps, one of the most challenging and rewarding in Mrs.
Young’s entire life. Since she was truly concerned and committed to children, whom
she believed were society’s greatest resource, fulfilling the obligations of the lYC did not
come easy. Jean Young strongly believed that “children are resilient, tenacious, and
adaptable,” but that there were other words to describe them as well, such as “extremely
vulnerable, defenseless, and powerless over the basic requirements of their daily lives.”*^
Of the sixty-six million child population in the United States during that time, more than
17 million lived under poverty conditions which deprived them of necessary medical,
"Meet Jean Young: She’s Much More Than ‘Mrs. Andy,”’ Atlanta Journal, 17 January 1979,
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dental and psychiatric care, adequate food, diet, proper clothing, educational opportunity,
legal recourse, and “probably the most important considerations of all - the warmth and
security of a loving home.”''^
As a black woman, she gave a special charge to African-Americans. She argued:
The needs of children today should be Black America’s “baby.” Black
America’s concern. It is essential that we, as people and as caring
individuals, understand that children in the last quarter of the [twentieth]
century are confronted with choices, peer pressures, domestic role
reversals and a seemingly endless litany of influences—both positive and
negative—that we as children did not experience. And black children are
disproportionately affected by these influences.'^
Jean believed that, given their unique history, special understanding of hardship, and
compassion, “black Americans must respond to a greater degree than ever to the needs of
oppressed and deprived people.”'® Illustrating another example of a minority within a
minority, she also called special attention to Native American, Filipino, Chinese and
Japanese children, stating that the probability that they would live in poverty was
virtually guaranteed. The lYC was a cause about which she was passionate and her
impetus was to address the stark realities affecting children. Mrs. Young argued;
The rapid and dramatic changes in family structure are having a vast
impact on children, sufficient to demand public attention. We as a
society must come to grips with the fact that a growing number of
women who have families must work outside the home to meet their
financial obligations. We must also face up to the knowledge that the
number of children living in a fatherless home is on the increase. One-
third of all young children now have mothers in the working world.
Almost fifty percent of all school-age children are the offspring of
working mothers. Over 9 million children live in homes where their







Despite the dire challenges she and the committee faced, the burden did not
outweigh the reward. She was a teacher reaching beyond the classroom to have an effect
on not just thirty children, but millions. Canying out this task was undoubtedly a
culmination of all of her talents, resources, and ingenuity at that particular point in her
life. Her work in Thomasville, New York, Atlanta, and all of her experiences as an
educator-activist had prepared her for the tasks that the International Year of the Child
presented. The fact that she was appointed this position by President Jimmy Carter
speaks loudly about her character and how she was perceived by others. By being
noticed by President Carter, Jean Young was able to effect positive change in a
transnational sphere of youth advocacy.
Once again, Reverend and Mrs. Young found themselves working alongside one
another, separately, though committed to one vision. Both received presidential
appointments to their current positions, and they fulfilled their respective duties in close
association with the White House and the United Nations. Consequently, they, along
with their children, were, once again, relocated to New York, where they resided at the
illustrious Waldorf Astoria Towers. Mrs. Young approached this phase in her life and
her new residency with practicality and modesty. She maintained her unpretentious
character and never lost focus of the reason for which she was living lavishly in the
renown New York high-rise. She continued to care for her children and family
responsibilities. Benefiting from the loan collection from the Metropolitan Museum,
Mrs. Young chose Black and Puerto Rican paintings for their 42“* floor apartment, as she
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had a deep appreciation for art.'* Chairing the U.S. Commission of the International Year
of the Child is yet another example of her noteworthy contribution to children.
Ironically, just as both Youngs began their U.N. appointments at nearly the same
time, so too were they finished. On April 1,1979, the U.S. Commission of the lYC
expired, and Jean Young had successfully and remarkably completed her task. Less
fortunately, however, later that summer. Reverend Young was forced to resign his
Ambassador position when it was discovered that, contrary to the Carter Administration
policy, he met with a member of the Palestinian Liberation Organization. With no other
significant reasons to remain in New York, the couple returned to their home in the
familiarity of southwest Atlanta. Although their return South was bitter-sweet, as always,
they did not allow themselves to feel defeated and did not harbor regret in their hearts.
Mrs. Young’s post-IYC work as an educator-activist continued at a consistent
pace, even though some would expect her to take time off to recuperate from such an
involved Job. Nevertheless, she did not. In 1979, among her numerous speaking
engagements, Mrs. Young participated in the Anti-Hunger Conference in Tuskegee,
Alabama. She also spoke at the Region V Head Start Workshop in Indianapolis, Indiana.
In addition, she addressed African women visiting the U.S. who were participants at the
“Women in Development Policy” conference.
The following year, in 1980, Jean Young served on several boards of directors,
including the New York Metropolitan Committee for the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF), Operation Crossroads Africa, Inc., and Edwin Gould Services for Children.
She was also recognized by her alma mater that year. For her remarkable and selfless
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contributions to society, Manchester College awarded Mrs. Young an honorary degree.
She was also the keynote speaker at the college’s Commencement. In 1981, Mrs. Young
was named the Honorary Chair of the Collections of Life and Heritage, Inc. and was
acknowledged in the organization’s 1981-82 calendar, titled, “Black Women:
Achievement Against the Odds.”
The turn of the decade also brought new opportunities of public service for Mrs.
Young as well as her husband. After having dealt with his forced resignation, in 1981,
Andrew Young received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, amicably awarded by
President Carter. Perhaps of greater significance, however, he successfully ran a
campaign for public office, this time to become the Mayor of Atlanta. With the wisdom
of his in-house strategist, Mrs. Young, and supported by their three daughters, he was
elected Mayor of the City of Atlanta, making him the second African-American elected
to this office.'^
Many believe that Reverend Young’s successful political career was made
possible because ofMrs. Young’s involvement. In fact, even campaign volunteers were
struck by her resourcefulness and vigor, seeing that she was incredibly smart, energetic,
enthusiastic, and loving.^ In the words of one volunteer working for the Youngs for the
In 1973, Maynard Jackson (1938-2003), grandson of Atlanta activist, John Wesley Dobbs (the
honorary “mayor” of Sweet Auburn Avenue), was elected the first black Mayor of Atlanta. He served for
three terms. Before becoming Mayor, the Dallas, Texas, native was an attorney and politician. Jackson
made invaluable contributions to the city, including the expansion of the Atlanta International Airport,
under which he secured an astounding number of contracts for local minority businesses. He also increased
the city’s contracts with minority businesses, which caused a great deal of tension from the white
community. In 2003, after his death, the name of the airport was changed from Hartsfield International to
Hartsfield-Jackson International, in his honor.
^ Alice Johnson of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by author, 14 April 2006, Atlanta, tape recording.
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first time, “[Mrs. Young] was one very, very dynamic and incredibly intelligent and
politically savvy woman.”^* Alice Johnson goes on to explain:
On the [mayoral] campaigns, she did some work with volunteers, she
took responsibility for looking at some of the issues that she thought
should be high priorities for the Mayor and for the mayoral campaign.
She did a lot of organizing activities targeting women voters, building
‘Women for Young,’... position papers on education ... advocacy for
children ... conditions for children and young people.^
She assumed varying roles, working wherever there was a need. Similar to the previous
era of civil rights, Mrs. Young opened her home to coordinate and carry out as many of
the campaign’s needs as she could. In this way, her children were able to be actively
involved in contributing to their father’s career, thus, she made a family affair out of the
race for mayor. Additionally, in this environment, she was able to work comfortably
with and for him, without neglecting the needs of her children.
The hard work of Mrs. Young and fellow campaigners paid off. Andrew Young
assumed office as the Mayor of Atlanta, in 1982. Once again, Mrs. Young stepped right
in. Her purpose was to be an activist: to get out and volunteer; to lead by example. Bo,
the Young’s son, explains why his mother played such active, out-front role during his
father’s mayoral tenure:
When everybody wanted her to sit around and [just] be the mayor’s
wife, there was no way she was going to do that. That was [not] her
personality. She did [not] believe that it was her duty to sit around and
host cocktail parties to raise money. She was going to figure out a
position that gave the mayor’s wife substance, and not just a showpiece
on the mayor’s arm.^





Bo Young, of New York, interview by the author, video recording, Atlanta, Georgia,
18 March 2006.
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Atlanta Mayor’s Task Force on Public Education
Immediately after her husband was elected Mayor of Atlanta, Jean Childs Young
established the Mayor’s Task Force on Public Education (Task Force). Mrs. Young was
a woman of uncommon intellectual and creative attainments, and the Task Force is yet
another demonstration of her unique ability. As the program’s author, Mrs. Young
worked as the chairperson, exhausting every resource possible, with less emphasis on
herself and more on what she could offer. She stayed committed to this voluntary
position for seven consecutive years. The purpose of the Task Force was three-fold: one,
to positively promote the activities of the Atlanta Public Schools; two, to actively
encourage increased cooperation among city government, the public schools and the
community; and three, to expand educational and career opportunities for Atlanta school
children.^'* Under her leadership, the goals of the Task Force were carried out by its four
committees: Communications and Public Relations; Resources; Concerns; and the
Mayor’s Action.^ From promoting innovative programs and activities for schools, to
identifying existing programs and resources potentially beneficial to students and
coordinating special events, under the leadership of Young, the Task Force took on a very
pro-active role in providing quality public education for Atlanta’s children and youth.
Always dedicated to public education, Mrs. Young sought to utilize the Mayor’s
Office as a means to emphasize the importance of public schools, and to involve every
^
“Introducing... The Mayor’s Task Force on Public Education,” flyer, Jean Young Collection,
Archives, Auburn Avenue Research Library on African-American Culture and History, Adanta, Georgia.
^
Minutes of Meeting on July 2, 1982, Mayor’s Task Force on Public Education, Jean Young
Collection, Archives, Auburn Avenue Research Library on African-American Culture and History,
Atlanta, Georgia.
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possible facet of the city with helping to produce future participant members of society.
Alice Johnson explains:
Jean [Young] really believed that the great democratic principles, the
great opportunities to end discrimination, came from public education ..
. that [public education] was really the way,... that if children and
youth were going to learn how to build a world where the stereotypes
were reduced, it was because they went to school together.... Public
education was very important to her.“
The reality that free schooling was unavailable to all children during her childhood
heavily influenced her passion for and value in public education. In living out this belief,
Mrs. Young, through The Mayors Task Force on Public Education, organized programs
that both benefited public school students and required the support of the public and
private sectors. In this way, the Task Force functioned as a vehicle advocating the
positive interface between the city of Atlanta and it’s public schools.
The Mayor’s Office encouraged every branch of the general public to become
involved in the interests of public schooling, including parents, teachers, school
administrators, elected officials, and the community at large. Mrs. Young reasoned that
public schools were in the immediate interests of the city. By illustrating the relationship
between public schools and a functioning society, she was successful in enlisting
financial and other resources from the both the public and private sectors, including the
media, businesses, the labor industry, and educational leaders.^
The Task Force was responsible for a number of successful endeavors that
involved the surrounding business communities, and simultaneously encouraged students
to achieve academic excellence. The Mayor’s Scholar Program (MSP) was one of the
^ Alice Johnson of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by author, 14 April 2006, Atlanta, tape recording.
^ Ibid.
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first of these undertakings. Actually a scholarship program, the MSP involved an essay
contest that was administered in every high school in the Atlanta public school system.
“Every year there was this competition and the theme was chosen by the [Mayor’s
Scholar] Committee. [They] administered all of this [through] the language arts teachers,
they got [children] to write essays, they picked the best essay from each school, those
essays were submitted, and a team of journalists and writers that Jean collected [picked
the best essays from each school.]”^ From this first round of winners from every school,
students went into competition so there was a winner from every school area. The
Mayor’s Scholar Committee, that Mrs. Young put together, was responsible for
facilitating the program, including deciding on the annual theme, securing funding, and
selecting a panel ofJudges. Each year. The Equitable Insurance Company was the
program’s principal sponsor. Jean Young enlisted the help of Collier St. Clair, an
Equitable employee and close family friend, who made funding the scholarship possible
and oversaw the program from the company’s perspective.^ The Equitable Company
wanted to keep track of the student winners to ensure that the program was successfully
operating and that funds were well-invested. St. Clair also closely monitored the
progress of each scholarship recipient through his office, and made regular reports on
how they were doing. In addition, he tracked how much money was awarded, how it was
distributed, and reported back to the company and to the Youngs.
Another way that Jean Young involved the community was through the actual
Judging of the essays. Journalists from such media as the Atlanta Journal Constitution





who then issued blind scores for the essays.^ Once students were invited to a luncheon,
at which students got dressed up and were accompanied by a parent or school mentor.
Mayor Young, the school superintendent, and other prominent city officials were present
to congratulate the young people. In the gala atmosphere, usually held at a fancy hotel,
student winners were announced, and each would receive a four-year scholarship to
college.
The Mayor’s Scholar Program was unprecedented in Atlanta’s history and is
among the many ways that Mrs. Young contributed to the city’s public schools far
beyond the traditional classroom setting. Four or five students were awarded full
scholarships each year, and every subsequent year there was a new pool of students. This
is another example illustrating Mrs. Young’s execution of effective educator-activism.
The Mayor’s Scholar Award was extremely beneficial to inner-city youth in the way that
it provided a means for them to attend college, where they may not have otherwise had
the opportunity.
Atlanta Dream Jamboree
Jean Young understood that, although inner-city school students had immense
potential, they needed formal contact with college recruiters in order to realize their
dreams. She created a program, called the Dream Jamboree, that did just that:
She always said that every child in the Atlanta Public School system
was a diamond in the rough. And what the Dream Jamboree intended
to do was showcase those diamonds in the rough to all of these
intuitions who would then recognize how valuable they were and then
30 Ibid.
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offer them the scholarships... the opportunities to go on after high
school for some kind of training.^'
The large majority of APS students were African-Americans of lower-to middle-class
backgrounds with limited resources where college was concerned. The Atlanta Dream
Jamboree was Mrs. Young’s creative response, which brought the schools to the children.
Bo recalls the profound idea of his mother’s career exposition:
[In APS], [there were] all of these kids who were smart but their
parents [just] did [not] have the means, or the time to take off [work]
to take them traveling to different schools, as more affluent people are
able to do. So she said, why not bring the schools to the kids. So they
set up a [situation] where they had booths like at a trade show. It was
free to anybody in the evenings who wanted to come, and during the
day, 9*'' graders and 11“* graders [would] go to talk to college
recruiters, meet with people about opportunities... just so they could
start thinking and planning about what their future was going to
hold."^
The idea was first implemented, in 1982, shortly after Reverend Young assumed
the office of Mayor. Set up much like a professional trade show, complete with booths,
exhibitors, and informational literature, the two-day event was an immediate success. In
addition to colleges and universities, recruiters from technical, vocational and proprietary
schools, the military, corporations, and small and local businesses also participated. The
idea of Dream Jamboree originated with Mrs. Young attempting to address the problem
of students’ inaccessibility to the right people and the right institutions. Ultimately, she
decided to tap into her husband’s network of collegiate and business resources to get APS
high school students recognized.
Ibid.
%'i.
Bo Young, of New York, interview by the author, video recording, Atlanta, Georgia, 18 March
2006.
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In solving the dilemma of students’ inadequate access, Mrs. Young realized that,
due to his many careers, her husband had a unique network of academicians. She
brought it to his attention that he knew college presidents from all over the country
because he was always asked to speak on nonviolence and the Civil Rights Movement, at
commencement exercises, during Black History Month, and on other special occasions.^^
She had him name all of these institutions, including those from which he had received
honorary doctorates, and she, in turn, sent out letters asking them to send representatives
to Atlanta for the Dream Jamboree.^ As a result, many prestigious colleges and
universities came to Atlanta, and young people were being offering scholarships on the
spot. Participating institutions such as MIT, Harvard, Bennington, South Antioch, and
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) like Morehouse, Spelman,
Hampton, Howard, and Grambling all played a key role in the success of the exposition.
In many cases, relationships were established between APS students and colleges for the
first time.
In addition to the positive institutional response, the exposition was successful
because of the way Mrs. Young designed the Dream Jamboree to showcase young
people. In every phase, APS students were involved and, consequently, recruiters saw
them perform in many different respects. For example, each year, there was a formal
reception for the various representatives, as well as officials from the City ofAtlanta, the
night before the career fair. At this adult event, the food was catered by a special
culinary division of APS, and students served the adults. Music was also provided by
Alice Johnson of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by author, 14 April 2006, Atlanta, tape recording.
^
Lisa Young Alston of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by the author, video recording, Atlanta,
Georgia, 11 April 2006.
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APS students from the various school bands and orchestras. Another way that the young
people were able to display there talents was through the official Atlanta Dream
Jamboree T-shirts, which were designed by the students at the Archer High School.^^ In
this way, recruiters were positively introduced to the economically disadvantaged APS
children even before meeting the pool of participant high-schoolers.
It helped tremendously that Mayor Young never missed a single Dream Jamboree.
Each night after the first day of the career fair, he would come to the hospitality suite at
the hotel where recruiters were lodging. In this informal environment, there was a
constant effort to engage in conversations on ways to continue bringing students to their
institutions, and how the event could be better and more effective with each following
year. It was well understood that Mayor and Mrs. Young valued their participation, and
representatives made commitments to attend year after year. Both Youngs were able to
use their creative resources to help the generally underprivileged students ofAPS realize
their dreams. Despite his busy schedule. Mayor Young placed a high priority on this
program of exposure, and it did not go unnoticed. As a result of the success of the
Atlanta Dream Jamboree, which began in 1982, the educational and career fair is still an
annual event, having just celebrated twenty-five years of successful implementation.
The significance ofMrs. Young’s resourcefulness in providing access and
opportunities to young people in the form of the Dream Jamboree cannot be overstated.
Prior to this time, there had never existed a formal environment for APS students to
converse with representatives from the world beyond high school so as to prepare for
their futures. This was a remarkable endeavor for a few reasons in particular. First,
Alice Johnson ofAtlanta, Georgia, interview by author, 14 April 2006, Atlanta, tape recording.
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because it targeted all high schoolers, that is, students enrolled in ninth through twelfth
grades. The philosophy held at some other college fairs was that only high school seniors
could participate. Mrs. Young’s rationale, however, was that “students needed to know
from their first year in high school that they had potential, that the school system believed
they had potential, but more importantly, that college recruiters believed they had
potential.’’^ She believed that the twelfth grade was too late for young people to start
preparing for what they would do after graduation. The intention was for students to
attend as early as the second semester of their first year in high school so they could learn
what classes they needed to take, and what credits they needed to ensure they would be
able to attend college.^’
Another important attribute of the Dream Jamboree was that every APS high-
schooler was allowed to attend:
[Jean Young] absolutely refused to allow the APS [system] to decide
that some kids could come and [others] could not. She absolutely
demanded that the APS [system] send every single kid in grades nine
through eleven that showed up for school that day. There would be no
tracking, no decision on the part of the school system that some kids
‘deserved’ to be there and other kids did not... none of the kind of
informal tracking that a lot of time goes on in school. She absolutely
was adamant about every kid having the opportunity to participate in
this. And she just persisted.^
In addition to being an expert producer of creative solutions to practical problems,
Jean was also very good at facilitating her ideas and overcoming impediments. At every
turn of the program, Mrs. Young and the Task Force had to convince others of why it was








their dreams, and how it could be reasonably done with the help of adult advocates. In
order for APS students to get the maximum benefit, she had to, first, educate institutions
on understanding the difference between this and other career fairs, and second, persuade
them to do things differently from how they normally handled recruitment. She also had
the task of persuading recruiters, as well as the institutions they represented, why it was
worthwhile for them to come to a college fair and talk to ninth graders. Consequently,
Young and her stalfers had a lot direct contact with representatives to the point that they
established and built personal relationships to encourage continued contact with the
school system and the young people it served.
By the third year of the Dream Jamboree, colleges and businesses were beginning
to see why their participation was paying off because the number of students meeting
requirements was steadily increasing. Over time, APS students also demonstrated that
they would stay in school, which was extremely important to the colleges. The Dream
Jamboree was a perfect example of the successful interface between people and
information for the common good of hopeful young people. The Mayor’s Task Force on
Public Education, The Mayor’s Scholar Award, and the Atlanta Dream Jamboree are all
part of Jean Childs Young’s remarkable legacy. The Dream Jamboree is still in operation
to this day and, consequently, Atlanta’s children and youth continue to benefit from the
work she instituted over two decades ago. The Task Force was a culmination of Mrs.
Young’s creative approach to solving a systematic problem. Furthermore, it re¬
emphasized the importance of education within the community by drawing upon the
community to demonstrate this to young people through action and opportunity.
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Atlanta-Fulton Commission on Children and Youth
After completing two terms as Mayor of Atlanta, Reverend Young left office in
1990. History will record that both Jean and Andrew Young diligently served the city’s
needs. Mrs. Young, now being able to commit full-time to other youth advocacy
projects, embarked upon yet another endeavor to address the needs of the city’s young
people. This time, taking part in an initiative established through Joe Frank Harris, then
Governor of Georgia. Since 1987, Mrs. Young, along with her good friend and colleague
Lucy Vance, had served on the Special Study Committee on the Problems of the
Homeless in Georgia. The two women also helped to formulate a gubernatorial policy on
establishing commissions on children and youth in all 159 Georgia counties. While all
159 were never established, some sixty were.^^ Through Governor Harris’ Children and
Youth Coordinating Council, Young and Vance assisted with providing start-up funding
for these local organizations.
In addition to the Children and Youth Coordinating Council, both women also
served as board member of Families First, one of the oldest non-profit organizations
serving families in Georgia."” On the Advocacy Committee of Families First, Young and
Vance worked to improve the lives of children and families in Georgia, “from adoptions
to legislation, to education, and everything in between.”"*' After being prompted by the
Ibid.
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In 1890, Lucetta Lawson and Sarah Grant, two African-American women, responded to the
problem of homeless girls living on the streets of Atlanta by founding the Leonard Street Orphan’s Home.
Families First, as the orphanage later became known, was a pioneer organization, having been the first
agency in Georgia to service many family needs including adoption, foster care, and family counseling.
""
Lucy Vance of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by the author, tape recording, Atlanta, Georgia, 13
April 2006. Lucy Vance helped Mrs. Young co-found the Atlanta-Fulton Commission on Children and
Youth, which was later named The Jean Young Institute for Youth Leadership.
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Advocacy Committee, Young and Vance began a Fulton County version of the youth
advocacy work they had been doing through Families First. The larger organization
believed that Young and Vance should start a smaller organization to add to the work
already being done. Families First was so supportive of and confident in the two activist
women that they provided the first clerical staff to help them get started. From their
experiences as reputable child and youth advocates, in 1992, Young and Vance
established the Atlanta-Fulton Commission on Children and Youth (AFCCY). In
addition to Young and Vance, Alice Johnson was critical to the commission’s foundation.
The most extraordinary Executive Director, Johnson was very passionate about her
duties, even to the extent of acting as a surrogate parent to many of the youth."*^
Since there was an array of already existing institutions and non-profit
organizations, creating the AFCCY and determining its scope was not an easy task. To
begin to understand their responsibilities, the two founders and their executive director
did what Jean Young had done numerous time before: establish a commission of
concerned individuals. In this case, they called on child/adolescent therapists, medical
professionals, law enforcement, educators, community advocators, and legislators, among
others.'*’ They first authorized the Atlanta Regional Commission to conduct a study to
collect and report data on the issues affecting the lives of children and youth in Fulton
County. This report would be intended to help the AFCCY educate the community and
do advocacy work, not to provide services. When the study was complete, in 1992,
however, the results were dismal, leaving the commission of professionals without a clue
on how to proceed. In every category, from poverty, pregnancy, literacy, and high school
Ibid.
^
Alice Johnson of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by author, 14 April 2006, Atlanta, tape recording.
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graduation to sexually transmitted diseases, availability of day care, and malnutrition,
“the results were so bad that the research study gave the commission members no clue
about where to start.”^
From this point, Mrs. Young proposed the idea to go to young people and ask
what they thought should happen in their lives.'*^ Her recommendation of getting input
from children and youth was derived from her experience as U.S. Chair of the
International Year of the Child. During the FYC, she conducted hearings throughout the
country with children, and produced a report about what children believed the issues
should be. When the adult “scientific method” had failed, Mrs. Young remembered a
revolutionary idea, and put it to work for the AFCCY. Subsequently, they began to
assemble a team of younger minds.
They started with a small cadre of high schoolers, and expanded to reflect a very
diverse group of talented teens. Some were children of board members that attended
private schools in north Atlanta. Some were friends of those students. Some went to
public school, and others were recruited at the Martin Luther King, Jr., Center for
Nonviolent Social Change during a demonstration surrounding the Rodney King
disturbances. Once the recruitment phase had ended, there were gang members, children
with diverse backgrounds, public and private school students, all of whom were working
on this one initiative.'^ One particularly creative sixteen-year-old who would later
become a famous music rapper, “Killa Mike,” was one of the original members of this
group, which called themselves “Kids 4 A Change.” Mike attended Douglass High
Ibid.




School, was the national spokesperson for Black Teens for Advancement, and was one of
the dynamic young people that made the AFCCY and its hearings successful.
Every Thursday from June until October, Kids 4 A Change conducted planning
meetings at the downtown Atlanta United Way building. The hearings were held the
first three Saturdays in October and each week there were new young faces participating.
The teens coordinated a total of four hearings throughout the city: in Roswell; Union
City; at Morehouse College; and at the Georgia World Congress Center. Originally, the
older members of the commission decided that the hearings would be moderated and
hosted by adults; however, when the children decided otherwise, the adults were
supportive. Adult attendees, such as John Lewis, the Mayor, and members of the Atlanta
City Council ended up being seated in the back, the children and youth were seated up
front, and the youth commission members moderated the panels."*’
After twenty-four hours of testimony from 350-400 children from the different
sections of the city, the commission compiled transcripts of what the young people had
to say. Jean Young, along with some of the young people, hosted a press conference at
which they made their recommendations. From the public hearings, the transcripts, and
the recommendations, all facilitated under the jurisdiction of children and youth, the
commission was finally able to create an agenda. One of the first issues the youngsters
chose to address was the need for sex education. When asked why they need to know
about sex, they said because their parents never talked to them about sex, and all that they
did know was what they heard on the school bus."® Another key issue during the






Department to organize a gun give-back as well as to address issues of child harassment
at the Five Points Metropolitan Atlanta Rail and Transit Authority (MARTA) station.'®
Another of the commissions’ first events was a rally at the state capital. When the
State of Georgia was attempting to balance the budget by cutting programs directly
affecting children and youth, the AFCCY organized a rally with the catchphrase, “Get the
Budget off the Backs of Our Children.” This event was shortly after Mrs. Young was
diagnosed with cancer, in 1992, and consequently, she was unable to fully participate on
the actual day. She was, however, very instrumental in the creative process in sharing her
ideas and, once again, opening her home to organizers and strategists. Even after
becoming ill, Mrs. Young worked wherever and whenever she could. On the day of the
rally, she told her sister-in-law and best friend, Sonjia Young, that she “had” to be at the
state capital and needed a ride. When Sonjia advised otherwise, Jean told her that she
would go whether she took her or not. In the end, Sonjia conceded and drove her, and
since she was unable to speak, as planned, Mrs. Young’s eldest daughter, Andrea, spoke
in her stead as she looked on.* It was very important for her to be there, even though she
could not fully participate.
Ibid.
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Jean Childs Young was a black woman from the South who expended her
resources to advance the race through education. She was bom and raised in the deep
South, in Perry County, Marion, Alabama. The rural experiences that characterize her
childhood greatly influenced the way she approached life. Young benefited
significantly from her relatively privileged economic status. Along with strong family
ties, the Lincoln Normal School instilled a deep understanding of the value of education
early in life. While at Manchester College, Young’s idea of community evolved and
expanded to include international alliances and the essential need for community across
boundaries of race and class. Manchester also helped to reinforce the principles of
nonviolence to which she was already predisposed from her upbringing in Marion.
Jean Young devoted a great deal of her life to child and youth advocacy, primarily
through education and community activism. All of the experiences of her formative
years prepared and equipped her for the long journey of social progress throughout life.
Mrs. Young received early lessons in morality and ethics, having lived through
Jim Crow. Under these circumstances, she was trained to thrive in spite of limitations.
In the words of her eldest daughter, Andrea, “Racial segregation was the great barrier in
my mother’s life. It took tremendous courage and strength ofwill to resist segregation
in the many small ways she did as a girl. She maintained a posture of resistance with
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no guarantee that the laws would change in her lifetime.”' One of the battles she waged
as a child occurred while delivering dresses to a white customer, for whom her mother
had sewn. Her older sister, Cora, vividly remembers how her younger sister
astonishingly asserted herself:
Mother would not allow us to go to the back door, or even the side door. She
made us go through the front door. One time when delivering dresses for
Mother, a [white] woman scolded us about coming through the front door,
complaining that she had just cleaned the floor. And Jean replied, ‘well you just
came through the door,’ and told her, ‘if you want this garment, we can just
leave it on the floor.’ Mother said she would handle it, but assured her she did
the right thing.^
This form of resistance helped her survive better and kept her self-esteem intact. It also
helped tremendously knowing that her mother told her that she was as good as
everyone else.^ Her “lessons in social justice” in Marion, Alabama, taught her that
people in power could make others feel as though they were inferior. Her primary
teacher, Mrs. Idella Childs, however, taught her that in this case, segregationalist law
was unfair and so were those imposing it.
Attending the Lincoln Normal School, a segregated and private black school,
was also pivotal to her development as an educator-activist. Lincoln Normal helped her
to conceptualize the injustice associated with unequal access to quality schools. While
at Lincoln, she observed that blacks and whites could not be educated alongside one
another on account of Jim Crow. Consequently, black children had to travel from
distant areas—from all throughout Alabama, and even Georgia and Mississippi—just to
get a quality education. Realizing that black children had long been oppressed by the
*
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public education system, as an adult, she helped to change the quality of schools
serving black students. Through her work as a Lead Teacher with the Teacher Corps,
as a Resource Teacher and Area Five Coordinator with Atlanta Public Schools, in 1969,
Mrs. Young responded to the need for well-trained teachers, thereby improving the
quality of education in the predominantly African-American school system. In training
teachers to become more effective in the classroom, she helped facilitate the
accessibility of highly qualified teachers to students who needed them most In
essence, she helped to make APS a more efficient local school system, thus eliminating
the need for black children to travel outside of their neighborhoods to receive a solid
education, as was once the case for blacks during her childhood.
In Marion, even though the Childses and other blacks lived among whites, they
really did not interact with them very often. It was not until Manchester College that
Jean Childs really got to know white people."* Frances Thomas, the white woman who
served as her mentor, as well as many others through the enrollment process,
understood why attending Manchester was important to her development:
Things were so different in the town ofMarion [and] at Manchester, not
specifically the town itself, but the college. [Frances Smith] felt like she did
[not] want [blacks] growing up hating white people ... [and wanted them to
know] that there were good white people, and [they] would benefit by knowing
whites, rather than not getting acquainted with them to the point that they [were]
friends.”^
Mrs. Thomas was right. Manchester College was a significant part of Jean Childs’ life
and she did benefit from befriending white classmates. She had always been






become sensitive to the needs of poor whites as well. This is indicated, in 1953, by her
decision to travel abroad on missionaiy work, to Austria, to help restore hope and
structure to the lives of war victims. One can imagine the difficulty of this endeavor,
and the simultaneous sense of goodwill that accompanied service such as this.
Attending Manchester College and the subsequent culture shock of close dealings with
friendly and good-intentioned whites proved to be, not only beneficial in the life of Jean
Young, but for those she served as well. Jean Young’s desire to help create a better
world came from the Congregational Church, which was undoubtedly a cornerstone in
Mrs. Young’s life. Everything she did was demonstrative of the strong Christian
principles, which she was taught as a young girl, and lived by as an adult woman.
From educating small children and advocating for youth, to picketing Rich’s
Department Store and marching from Selma to Montgomery, all of her activities were,
in some way, manifestations of her Christian values.
Jean Childs Young is among the many heroines of black women’s history who
contributed to the betterment of blacks and American society. Like other extraordinary
African-American women, Jean Young was not afraid to challenge the social norms
and stereotypes that sought to subjugate her community. Black women’s history is
pervasive with many such women, who, like Mrs. Young, have largely been overlooked
by mainstream historical accounts of blacks in the United States. She was an
exceptional woman who made unique contributions during a pivotal time for African-
Americans. Consequently, she deserves a special place in the realm of black women’s
history.
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Jean Young was imaginative and resourceful. This is not only evident in the
interviews that were conducted with her family, friends, and co-activists, but by the
very manner in which she lived her life. From creating personalized photographic
keepsake books for each of her children, to solving a bus problem in transporting APS
students to the Dream Jamboree, Mrs. Young’s creativity was one of her signature
qualities for those who knew her best. Reverend Andrew Young, her husband, was
among those closest to her. Over the course of their forty-year marriage, he became
internationally known for his leadership in the Civil Rights Movement, his appointment
as U.S. Ambassador, and his political career as a Georgia Congressman and the Mayor
of Atlanta. Rather than live in his shadows, she created her own agenda, while still
supporting his.
Close friends and relatives believe that Reverend Young’s success was possible,
largely, due to Mrs. Young’s support and original ideas. In the words of their daughter,
Lisa, “My mother made my father’s career possible because she pushed him to do the
things that others saw he could do. She supported him and was right next to him all
along the way.” Further, their son. Bo, states:
When they moved back to the South to become involved in the civil rights
movement... that was all my mother’s idea, and if he had [not] been involved
with Martin Luther King, none of the other stuff that happened in his life would
have happened the same way. The credibility and the recognition that he gets
from his relationship with Dr. King is what has made him such a successful
person ... and that was all because of my mother.®
In fact, Mrs. Young liked to tell of an incident when she and Reverend Young came
across one of her old high school boyfriends while on a short visit to Marion. After
®
Bo Young of New York, interview with the author, video recorded, Atlanta, Georgia, 18
March 2006.
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seeing the drunken man on the street, who happened to be “down on his luck,”
Reverend Young jokingly said, “See, I saved you. How do you think your life would
have been if you had married him?” Without missing a beat, Jean replied, “Well if I
would have married him, he would have been the Ambassador to the United Nations.”’
It was important for Mrs. Young to maintain her own identity, and to carry out
her own work to achieve social justice. She used her husband’s social and political
stature only when others could benefit. “She was never Mrs. Andrew Young, [unless]
she was trying to get something for somebody else... some aid or something. [Only
then] did she use Mrs. Andrew Young.”® This service ethic was part of Jean Young’s
upbringing. Her personal agenda primarily focused on young children. Mrs. Young
believed that “the better children are when they [are] young, the better adults they [will]
be and the more mindful they [will] be about the world, environment, education, and
religion, and the things that make a good person.”^
Her creativity is also expressed in her approach to tackling issues. The phonics
books she manufactured, in 1969, in response to the literacy needs of blacks enrolled in
the SCLC Citizenship Schools is one case in point. Another of her revolutionary ideas
was the Atlanta Dream Jamboree, which began in 1982. This was an unprecedented
concept in the history of Atlanta’s public schools and remarkably, continues to this day.
In co-founding the Atlanta-Fulton Commission on Children and Youth, in 1992, it was
Jean Young’s idea to seek the inclusion of young people in identifying their social




Samuel Bacote of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by the author, video recording, Atlanta,
Georgia, 3 March 2006.
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Bo Young of New York, interview with the author, video recorded, Atlanta, Georgia, 18
March 2006.
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occupy a small part ofMrs. Young’s legacy as an innovative educator-activist. By the
same token, she is among the many black women of achievement who embodied
exceptionality and creativity in their approach to life.
Mrs. Young’s emphasis and value of community is another attribute that links
her life and contributions to the broader sphere of black women’s history. This is
indicated as early as 1954, when she and her husband lived in Thomasville, Georgia.
Foremost, the church has been at the center of black community since Emancipation.
The fact that Reverend Young was the pastor of two churches is a clear indication that
he and Mrs. Young were intimately involved with parishioners. Their initiative to
organize a voter registration drive for local residents, in 1956, also points toward their
connection and level of concern for the well-being of the black community.
With the turning of the decade, during the 1960s, when the country was on the
verge of radical changes in race relations, Mrs. Young’s commitment to her community
is once again evident. Civil rights activists constantly found themselves on the front
lines, being beaten and jailed by police, attacked and bitten by police dogs, and brutally
hosed down by fire fighters, amongst the many other forms of violence with which their
non-violent protests were met. When in Atlanta, many of them found their way to a
safe haven—the Young residence. There, they could count on a home-cooked meal,
rest, comfort, and the company of other activists with whom they could strategize and
plan out the movement. Reverend Young always appreciated this kind of support his
wife extended and the hospitality she showed houseguests, that usually came on short
notice and who she may not even have known. He vividly recalls how their home so
easily became a place of refuge for activists:
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[Jean] was from the country, where your home was always open, where people
just dropped by, and whenever they dropped by, if you were eating you [would]
offer them something to eat. So it was just old fashioned southern hospitality.
But we did stretch it out a bit. I can remember calling home at 4 [o’clock] in the
morning with 17 people, saying we were on the way in for breakfast. And all
she said was ‘well stop off and buy us some eggs and somemilk... and bacon.
I have some grits and some oatmeal. But there was nothing upsetting at all
about it. She just went along with it. And this was a way for her to
participate.'”
Not only was opening her home a way for her to participate in the movement, but it was
also an outward expression of her deep love and commitment to the larger network of
African-Americans.
Perhaps the most obvious sign ofMrs. Young’s intimate relationship with her
community came during Reverend Young’s second congressional campaign, in 1972.
The astounding turnout of Atlanta residents who supported the campaign on account of
Mrs. Young was a large part of his winning the race. Drawing upon her network of
teachers, parents, churchwomen, and social clubs, Mrs. Young brought with her many
resourceful entities to facilitate her role as a strategist and coordinator. The fact that
she knew many people, and more important, that they knew her and believed enough in
her to support her husband’s political campaign is of great significance. This means
that, although she was a teacher, she was empowered with an immense following of
diverse individuals who, evidently, looked to her for leadership and organization.
By using her skills in creative ways to help achieve social justice, and by
drawing on the community’s resources in doing so, Jean Young made a profound
impact as an innovative educator-activist. Children and education were the passions of
her life. Consequently, Mrs. Young spent her life educating children wherever she
Andrew Young, III. ofAtlanta, Georgia, interview by the author, tape recording, Atlanta,
Georgia, 16 February 2007.
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found them. Even when there were no evident signs of a classroom, she was always
teaching. In 1961, while a stay-at-home mom simultaneously earning her Master’s
degree in Education, she managed to attract the children of her Queens neighborhood to
educate them, however informal the circumstances. Her husband was away at work a
lot, but he did witness her constant teaching:
[Our house] was a pretty big house with a big backyard. We had swings and a
jungle gym and stuff [like that] in the backyard. It was sort of our intention to
make our backyard the playground, so instead of having our children running
everywhere else, all the other children would come to our house. And [Jean]
was always teaching things [to] the kids."
Jean Young’s many positions within the Atlanta Public School system suggest
that her peers and superiors took notice of her skillfulness as an educator. When she
was promoted to Elementary Education Coordinator, in 1970, that was the highest
position a teacher could hold at that time.*^ Even though her teaching career ended, in
1972, when she became pregnant, her commitment to education did not. She
demonstrated this two years later, in 1974, when she helped launch Atlanta Junior
College, being intimately involved with the institution in its start-up phase.
The breadth ofMrs. Young’s commitment and contributions to children, blacks,
education and humanity were so vast that words are inadequate. According to her
daughter, “more often than not, the light of remarkable women goes unrecognized and
unacknowledged.’’*^ It has been the intention of this paper to further illuminate the
light of Mrs. Jean Childs Young, thereby augmenting the historiography of black
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women. She understood their struggle. She benefited from their sacrifices. She
appreciated their voices.
When asked about the legacy of Jean Young, during the interviews, her family
and friends had varying, yet similar answers: God, family, education, and children.
Her daughter, Lisa, thoroughly describes the sentiment of those who knew her well:
She believed that you have to live out your faith, and you practice it. It [is] not
enough to just read the Bible, believe, and pray ... you have to put your faith to
work. And that means that you help those that need help, whoever they are and
for whatever reason. And you forgive people when they have done wrong.
Those to whom much is given, much is required. [She] really [tried] to bring
God’s kingdom on earth ... [she tried] to make the world better for everyone..
. and she focused a lot on children and women ... she saw throughout the world
that they were the most vulnerable ... We may not recognize it in the United
States, but around the world, women and children are side to side with the cows
... and that [is] not what Jesus taught. We are all God’s children, and the
kingdom is for all of us.^"*
In Mrs. Young’s honor, some Atlanta-based institutions have been named in her honor.
Among them, the Atlanta Fulton Commission on Children and Youth was re-named the
Jean Childs Young Institute for Youth Leadership, and Southwest High School was re¬
named Jean Childs Young Middle School to acknowledge her life and work as an
educator-activist.
Mrs. Young was diagnosed with cancer in 1991. This was perhaps the most
challenging difficulty she ever faced. Never one to give up, however, she resisted the
doctor’s timeline on her life and was determined to fight the cancer Just as she had
fought discrimination, racism, and bigotry her entire life. She resorted to alternative
medicine, including holistic therapy and herbs, and Reverend Young diligently studied
Lisa Young Alston of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by the author, video recording, Atlanta,
Georgia, 11 April 2006.
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medicine, reading all that he could to improve his wife’s condition.*^ Up until the very
end, Mrs. Young was determined to do all she could, and when the doctors said there
was nothing else they could do for her, she was determined to live her life and enjoy it.
As portrayed in the circumstances throughout her life, Jean Childs Young did not give
up easily and lived on her own terms. She lived this way until the very end of her life.
Mrs. Young’s final demonstration of commitment to both young people and
blacks occurred, in 1993, just one year prior to her death. With the wife of former
President Jimmy Carter, Rosalyn Carter, Mrs. Young planned a trip to South Africa
with forty children, twenty white and twenty black. At the last minute, when Mrs.
Carter was unable to attend. Reverend Young and others close to Mrs. Young advised
her not to take the trip due to her failing health. However, in her resiliency and
determination, she decided otherwise and successfully led the group of impressionable
children across the Atlantic.
While in Africa, Mrs. Young befriended a black woman, a local villager, who
had also been diagnosed with cancer. However, unlike Mrs. Young, Ms. Angeline did
not have access to medicine and good doctors. Feeling that this was an injustice, Mrs.
Young brought the African woman to the United States so that she could be seen by her
doctors. For Jean Young, part of enjoying life was helping others. This fulfillment is
evident in the innumerable other acts of kindness and activism she bequeathed to
others. Even through the pain and discomfort of her own illness, she found the
compassion to extend love to the South African woman who, due to the circumstances
of her race, gender, and class, was unable to receive help. She never lost her
Samuel Bacote of Atlanta, Georgia, interview by the author, video recording, Atlanta,
Georgia, 3 March 2006.
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compassion or sense of duty to help those in need. At her funeral, where many people
of distinction from all over the world came to pay their respect, only women spoke on
her behalf of her life and memory. Jean Young’s legacy is best articulated, however, in
her own words:
In Her Own Words—“What To Remember About Me?”
I want to be remembered as a caring and understanding person who
tried to keep her priorities in order. When they think of the clutter in
my kitchen and boxes in the basement they [will] say, ‘people were
more important than things to her.’
I know I [am] disorganized, collect too much, discard too little.
Periodically I work at it differently, but old habits go slowly.
I would rather sweep the deck and rake the lawn than mop floors
or clean closets. I like being outside. I [would] like it said that I
loved God’s universe. I do [not] mind repairing things and will tackle
most. I love reading, especially historical novels.
I [would] like my children to remember me as a problem solver
taking on any task and doing my best to resolve it. I [would] like to
be remembered as an advocate for my children, my family, my friends
as well as for all just causes we must stand up for, speak out on and
work to achieve.
I [would] like to be remembered as a loving mother and wife who
did [not] believe in 50/50 relationships, but always believed each
family member must give more than half. I [have] tried to live up to it
in my own marriage and with my family. Andrew’s love has made it
work.
Forgiveness is a gracious gift that God gives to us. I think we
can do no less for those we love. It is difficult at times especially
when your pride is wounded and you are deeply hurt. But I believe
the grace of forgiveness has kept our marriage and family strong.
I would like to be remembered as a forgiving person—and I
would like to also be forgiven for all the omissions and errors in this
document.
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But finally, vanity seeps in and I want it said simply, but with all
the underlying implications, “Jean Young, now that was a woman!'®
*®
Jean Young, Reflections, 27.
Appendix
A Chronology of Life: Jean Childs Young
YEAR EVENT
1933 JULY 1—Jean Childs is born in Marion, Alabama, to Norman and
Idella Jones Childs.
1940s Mrs. Idella Jones Childs (Jean Young’s mother) is forced into a
teaching hiatus after fending off a white superintendent’s sexual
advances by striking him with her pocket book.
1948 Norma Childs (Jean Young’s eldest sister) graduates from
Manchester College.
1951 Cora Childs (Jean Young’s older sister) graduates from
Manchester College.
Jean Young graduates from high school the same year her mother,
Idella Childs, earns her college degree from the University of
Alabama.
1952 Jean Childs is crowned May Queen of Manchester College.
Summer—Jean Childs is joined by Andrew Young II on a six-
week fellowship to Austria for social work sponsored jointly by the
Church of the Brethren and the Society of Friends. The project is
designed to rebuild Europe from the devastation ofWWII. On her
assignment, Jean Childs works with children in Linz, a camp for
refugees streaming into the West from Eastern Europe, mainly
Yugoslavia and Romania.
December—Jean Childs and Andrew Young become engaged to
be married.
1954 Jean Childs graduates from Manchester College with a major in
Elementary Education.
June 7—Jean and Andrew marry at the First Congregational






Slimmer—Jean and Andrew Young move to Thomasville,
Georgia, located in southwest Georgia, when Mr. Young is
assigned to Bethany Congregational Church for the summer.
They reside at 1103 Lester Street, Thomasville, Georgia
At Bethany, the couple works together organizing a Vacation Bible
School for children and youth in the community that include sports
and Bible study.
Hartford, Connecticut
At summer’s end, the Youngs move to Connecticut, where Andrew
will complete his studies at Hartford Seminary.
While in Connecticut, Mrs. Young secures a teaching position with
Hartford public schools. She teaches at Arsenal School, a
culturally diverse inner-city primary school.
January—Andrew Young, II graduates from Hartford Theological
Seminary with a Bachelor ofDivinity degree.
Thomasville, Geoi^ia
January—Reverend and Mrs. Young move back to Thomasville
when he begins his first pastorate as an ordained minister at
Bethany Congregational Church, in Thomasville, and Evergreen
Congregational, on the skirts of Beachton.
Mrs. Young secures a teaching position at the segregated
Thomasville Elementary school, making most of the household
income, earning approximately $250.00 per month.
The activist couple help to initiate and participate in a voter
registration drive; John Wesley Dobbs speaks at the rally.
August—At age 22, Jean Young gives birth to her first child,
Andrea Idelle Young.





Jamaica, Queens, New York
October—Mrs. Young and her two daughters move from New
Orleans to New York. The Youngs reside at 111-35 200“* Street,
Queens, New York.
The Youngs join St. Albans Congregational Church in nearby St.
Albans, New York.
Reverend Young joins the executive staff of the Youth Division,
National Council of the Churches of Christ USA, New York.
The Youngs purchase their first home, in Jamaica, Queens, for
sixteen thousand dollars, with a two-thousand dollar down
payment given to them from Reverend Young’s parents.
Mrs. Young enrolls in Queens College to obtain her master’s
degree when her daughter, Andrea, starts kindergarten.
While a graduate student, Jean Young administers sociologist
Kenneth Clark’s psychological test on her four-year-old daughter,
when she comes home one day crying, asking if it’s true that she’s
“black and nasty.”
Mrs. Young writes her thesis, replicating Swiss psychologist Jean
Piaget’s child development theory, using her own children as
subjects; she completes her thesis two weeks prior to giving birth
to her third child.
May—Jean Young earns a Master ofArts degree in Education
within one year of starting the program.
June—At age 28, Jean Young gives birth to her third child, Paula
Jean Young.
July—Reverend Young shares administrative offices with the
Southern Leadership Conference at their headquarters in Atlanta,
Georgia, as he runs a Citizenship School Program in Dorchester,
Georgia.
Atlanta,Geoi^a
Mrs. Young participates in the civil rights movement, boycotting
lunch counters in downtown Atlanta; she also participates in the
Birmingham, Alabama, march.
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November—Mrs. Young and her three daughters move to Atlanta
with Reverend Young. They reside at 177 Chicamauga Place in
Southwest Atlanta.
1962 Fall—Jean Young receives her first teaching job in Atlanta, at
Whitefoord Elementary.
1963 Jean Young participates in the March on Washington.
1964 Reverend Young becomes Executive Director of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference in Atlanta, Georgia.
Jean Young Joins civil rights march in St. Augustine, Florida.
1965 Mrs. Young Joins civil rights march in Mississippi.
Mrs. Young teaches at Cook Elementary.
Mrs. Young becomes Team Leader with Atlanta Public Schools
(APS).
Mrs. Young is part of the National Teacher Corps.
1967 Fall—After outgrowing their home at 177 Chicamauga Place, the
Young family move to 1088 Veltre Circle, in Southwest Atlanta,
1968 Mrs. Young participates in the Poor People’s Campaign.
Mrs. Young participates in Central Cities Program.
Mrs. Young is a teacher in Area 5 of APS.
1969 Mrs. Young is Area 5 Coordinator of APS.
Mrs. Young is Lead Teacher with APS.
1970 Mrs. Young teaches at Thomasville Heights School.
Mrs. Young is appointed to Elementary Education Coordinator
with APS.
Reverend Young unsuccessfully runs for United States Congress.
1972 Reverend Young successfully runs for Congress a second time, this
time with the campaigning strategies and organizing ofMrs. Jean
Young. He is the first black from U.S. Representative Georgia
elected to Congress since Reconstruction. He serves three terms,
until 1977.
1973 Mrs. Young takes maternity leave from Atlanta Public Schools;






Frances Smith Thomas, Mrs. Young’s childhood mentor and
recruiter to Manchester College, works at the Martin Luther King
Center for Social Change; she nominates Mrs. Young for the
Manchester College alumni award.
February 15—At age 39, Mrs. Young gives birth to her fourth and
final child, Andrew “Bo” Jackson Young, III.
Mrs. Young works on the steering committee to launch Atlanta
Junior College.
Mrs. Young joins the faculty of Atlanta Junior College where she
is Public Affairs Officer, Instructor of Reading, and a special
advisor to the college’s president.
Reverend Young is re-elected to Congress a second term.
The Youngs’ second child, Lisa, graduates from Southwest High
School in Atlanta.
May 24—The Youngs’ eldest child, Andrea, receives her Bachelor
of Arts degree in History from Swarthmore College.
Reverend Young is re-elected to Congress for a third, and final,
term.
Reverend Young leaves Congress for United Nations appointment.
Reverend Young is named United States Ambassador to the United
Nations by President Jimmy Carter.
Mrs. Young leaves Atlanta Junior College.
New York, New York
June—The Youngs move to New York and reside on the 42"'* floor
of the Waldorf-Astoria Towers.
August—Reverend and Mrs. Young engage on a twelve day, ten
nation tour of the Caribbean Islands.
1978 Mrs. Young is appointed to chair the United States Commisision of





Mrs. Young participates in the Anti-Hunger Conference in
Tuskegee, Alabama.
Mrs. Young speaks at Region V Head Start Workshop in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
April 1—The United States Commission on the International Year
of the Child expires.
The Youngs’ eldest child, Andrea, graduates from Georgetown
Law School, completing the three-year program in two years.
Summer—Reverend Young is forced to resign his position as U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations when it is discovered that,
contrary to the Carter Administration policy, he has met with a
member of the Palestinian Liberation Organization.
July—Mrs. Young speaks to the African women participants at the
“Women in Development Policy” on the International Year of the
Child in the United States.
Atlanta, Georgia
The Youngs’ second child, Lisa, graduates from Howard
University, after attending two years at Purdue University, with a
Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering.
The Young’s third child, Paula, graduates from the United Nations
School in New York.
Mrs. Young serves on the Board of Directors with the New York
Metropolitan Committee for the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF).
Mrs. Young serves on the Board of Directors with Operation
Crossroads Africa, Inc., based out of New York.
February 18—Mrs. Young speaks to black college students at
Vincennes University in Evansville, Indiana.
March—Patricia Joseph, whom Mrs. Young has never met, writes
her a letter after hearing an interview on the radio. The letter
encourages Mrs. Young to continue with her “involvement and







May—Mrs. Young speaks at the Commencement Exercise of her
alma mater, Manchester College; she is awarded an honorary
doctorate.
Mrs. Young is Honorary Chair of the Collections of Life &
Heritage, Inc. and is acknowledged in the 1981-82 calendar,
“Black Women: Achievement Against the Odds.”
Reverend Young successfully runs for Mayor of Atlanta.
Reverend Young is awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by
President Jimmy Carter.
Mrs. Young co-chairs the Council for Children, Inc.
Reverend Young takes office as the Mayor of Atlanta.
Mrs. Young subsequently establishes the Atlanta Mayor’s Task
Force on Public Education; she serves as its chairwoman for seven
years.
May 28—Mrs. Young joins APPLE Corps Board of Directors.
The Youngs’ third child, Paula, graduates from Duke University,
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Child Psychology.
Octoberl2-14—Mrs. Young is Honorary Chair and speaker at
the National Black Child Development Institute, Annual
Conference in Atlanta, Georgia.
November 9—Mrs. Young is the guest speaker at the Fall meeting
of the Atlanta Coalition for Women in Non-Traditional Jobs.
Reverend Young is re-elected Mayor of Atlanta.
February 1—Don Davis, President of the Institute for Responsive
Education, writes Mrs. Young a letter inviting her to their national
conference: “Three Faces of Citizen Participation in School
Improvement: Partnership, Advocacy, and Decision-making.”
February 6*''—Keith Kreager, of Advocates of the Georgia Adult
Literacy Initiative, writes Mrs. Young a letter requesting her
presence as their breakfast guest to discuss the organization’s
mission.
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February 14—Mrs. Young speaks at the Brown High School
Youth Motivation Day.
May 3-4—Mrs. Young is keynote speaker at the Women and
Foreign Policy Conference, women and Foreign Policy: Equality,
Development and Peace.
1987 June 16-December 15—Mrs. Young serves as chair of the Special
Study Committee on the Problems of the Homeless in Georgia, an
initiative of Georgia Governor Joe Frank Harris.
1989 July 16-22—With Dr. Asa Hilliard as a guide, Mrs. Young takes a
group study trip to the Nile Valley in Egypt to learn about the role
of black people in early civilization.
Mrs. Young receives the NAACP Distinguished Leadership
Award.
1990 Reverend Young leaves office as Mayor of Atlanta.
Jean Young and Lucy Carpenter Vance co-found the Atlanta-
Fulton Commission on Children and Youth.
1991 June 10—The Youngs’ youngest child, Bo, graduates from
Benjamin Mays High School, in Atlanta, Georgia.
Mrs. Young is diagnosed with liver and colon cancer.
1992 The Atlanta-Fulton Commission on Children and Youth (which is
later re-named the Jean Childs Young Institute for Youth
Leadership) begins implementing its programs.
1993 Mrs. Young receives the YWCA Woman of Achievement Award.
Mrs. Young receives the Atlanta-based WXIA-TV Channel 11
Community Service Award.
1994 June—The Young family and friends gather to celebrate Jean and
Andrew’s 40“' wedding anniversary.
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